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COAL SHORTAGE
FOR NEXT WINTER
Chicago, June 30. Government
LIGHTNING coal production figures point to "the
greatest coal shortage in history"

Carl R. Let waa killed by a stroke
of lightning on last Thursday afternoon, twenty In ilea northwest of
During a shower of rain, Mr.
Clo-vi-

a.

Lea drove with his team into the barn
when lightning struck the building,
killing him and destroying the building by Are. The remains were burned past recognition.
Mr. Lee waa twenty-fou- r
years old
and was a' brother to Jess Lee and
Mrs. Trig Lawson of this city and
Mrs. Black, who lives northeast of
town. The remains were shipped to
Seymour, Texas, for burial and were
accompanied by his brother, Jess Lee.

next winter, unless production ia stimulated Immediately 25 per cent or
more throughout the nation, according to a statement made public today
by F. S. Peabody, chairman of the
National Coal association's special
committee dealing with the prospective shortage.
,
"The information gathered by the
committee is that at the present rate
of production, one Industrial plant
out of every eight in the United
States will have to shut down next
winter for lack of coal," said the
statement, which attributed falling off
in production to extremely low de
.
mand.

Paper of U. S. Land

Office

$1.50 PER YEAR

Many people were in Clovis last

Saturday night to hear the band concerts, which have been discontinued
on account of their not being financed. The Saturday night concerts
are an exceptionally attractive feature for Clovis and financial arrangements should be made to. keep them
going.

SENATOR FALL ACAINST
LEACUE OF NATIONS
The league

ashington, June 30.

of nations was attacked

in the senate

by Senator Full, republican,
New Mexico, as a proposal to "scrap
the American constitution," and was
defended by Senator Gerry, democrat, of Rhode Island, as a necessity
to protect American righta, Mr. Fall,
a member of the foreign relations
committee, described the treaty with
Germany as not a treaty of peace,
but a treaty of alliance, and assorted
he could not vote to ratify it without
violating his oath of office.
Mr. Gerry, who recently returned
from a tour of European countries,
said the treaty represented the appeal
of the millions of Europe for Ameri
can cooperation in bringing a new
day of peace.

tciay

TO BUILD SEVERAL
RESIDENCES IN CLOVIS
Mrs. L. B. Simpkinson of Califor
nia has let the contract for five new
residences to J. B. Comer. The paint
ing of the houses goes to Bert Cutios
These will bo rental properties and
will be built in different parts of
town. It is understood that Mrs.
Simpkinson contemplates letting the
contract for severnl more houses real
soon.
.

FOOD SALE
The Methodist Ladies will have a
food sale at the Harris Furniture
Store, beginning at 10:00 a. m. Sat
urday, July 5th.

nt

mer said today. "The department does not intend, however,
to be swept off Its feet the first
day that prohibition comes into
effect. We will proceed in an
fa ion to establish
orderly
whether intoxicating beveragea
prescribed by the law include
per
those having less than 2
cent alcohol."

meet
At the regular
ing of the directors of the First Na
tional Bank this week the regular
dividend of five percent
was paid and $2500 was placed to the
surplus account.
semi-annu-

HEX

IN CHICACO

Chicago, July 1. Hogs Tuesday
commanded the highest price ever
known, $11.75 a hundredweight. The
previous topmost July record was last
year, $19.40! Today's strength in the
hog market waa ascribed chiefly to
export demand for packing house products.
Before the United States entered
the great war $10.25 was the acme
for hogs in July.

lf

semi-annu-

C0ÉPMÍ

Portales hat an oil proposition
backed by a bunch of live boosters
and oil men, and from the appearance
of things they are going to put down
a test well and do it pretty quick.
The movement is backed by the Nu
Mex Oil Company, a strong association of business men of Ada, Okla.
and with them h the hearty
tion of the business interests of Por
tales.
The company has about 15,000
acres in the vicinity of the Jack Wil
cox ranch south of Portales.
Portales is inviting the
tion of Clovis in their project and no
doubt they will get it for we are di
rectly interested in any oil develop.
ment in this section of 100 miles
Wednesday after
sround Clovis.
a bunch of Portales boosters and live
wires visited Clovis and after some
fine music by Johnson's Band a stir-linaddress was made by former As
sistant District Attorney Mear of
that place.
Oil Company's hold
The
ings have been pronounced as first
clasa by soma eminent geologists and
it is believed by the promoters of the
company that they have a most ex
cellent chance to strike a gusher.
Those who were here Wednesday
with the bunch of Portales boosters
Lindse'y, W. B. Old
were:
ham, E. B. Hawkins, J. T. Wilcox
Senator R. G. Bryant, F. R. Smith
Ben Smith, Misa Maude Smith, Miss
Lola Smith, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. ling
ering, H. B. Gutchea, J. B. Young,
Mrs. J. T. Wilcox, Mrs. R. G. Bryant
Mrs.
McDowell, Scott McDowell
Clyde Knapp, Coe Howard, A. D. Rib
ble, Mr. and Mrs. R. Hardy, Miss I air
line Sandifer, Miss Beasley, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Peterson, Miss Sue Hender
son, II. B. Rythor, Bnd T. E. Moars,
These Fort a I eS folks while here
were not neglecting to say a good
word for the big Fourth of July pic
nic that will be held there on the
Fourth and to which the Clovis pub
lic has been invited.
4
x

Ex-Go-

READY TO SOLICIT FUNDS

Mrs. J. W. Welch returned this
At a meeting of .the Ways and
week from a visit to Henderson, Ky, Means C mmittee of the Curry Coun
Mr. Welch will arrive here next week. ty Fair organization held Wednesday
evening it was decided to organise a
fair association and sell stock to the
farmers and business men of the
county, it being the idea to get every
ALL READY FOR
RANCHVALE PICNIC
.
man possible in the county to sub
scribe. A committee was named to
4
An arbor has been built and 4 solicit subscriptions in town and the
president of the fair association will
4 all the preparations have been
name
committee to secure stock
4 completed for the big picnic at
subscriptions among the farmers at
Ranchvalo on tomorrow, the
the Rnnchvale picnic. The purchase
Fourth Of July. The program
of a site, the building of a race track
will start there at 10:00. The
and sheds for livestock and an exmorning program will consist
hibition hall will take In the neigh
mostly of the addresses for the
borhood of $10,000 it is figured. This
day and music by the Clovis
Investment would put the fair on a
L'adics' Band, whilo the after- permanent basis.
noon will be taken up by the
races and athletic stunts. A big 4
e
of Mrs,
4 crowd is expected to attend. 4 Rooms for
4 Chas. Morris, 144 North Connelly,
Phone 471.

SltmS

TIMI

DIVIDEND DECLARED

OIL

DRILLING

Postmaster Wagner atates that
FIELO
IK
WILL BE SOUGHT those having
stamps or stamped envelopes of that denomination,
may redeem them for their full face
value by presenting them at. the
Last week the Clovis Oil Company
Washington, July 1. Test cases on stamp
window at the postoffice. This
signed a contract with Arthur Kelsey,
the sale of beverages containing rriore is
done as a convenience to persons I.
W. Kulp, Art Smith, and W. W.
of one per cent of who
than one-haare overstocked with three-ceMcGee, prominent in the Texas Oil
alcohol will be brought immediately stamps which they
cannot use since fields, for putting down a deep test
by the department of Justice in all
the new rates have gone into effect. Well
at Taiban. Tho rig was already
jurisdictions where such cases now
'
on the track at Taiban at the time
are pending.
,
$2500 IN BILLS BURNED
the contract was signed and there was
"We propose to make immedIN AN AUTOMOBILE absolutely no delay in getting things
vioiate arrests of persons who
to moving.
late the wartime prohibition law,
A party of
Las
Cruces,
30.
June
The first of the week teams started
interpretation
to
according
our
tourists enroute to Los Angeles in a to moving out the drilling machinery
thereof," Attorney General Pal-

L

PORK HITS NEW HIGH
RECORD

THREE CENT STAMPS
MAY BE REDEEMED

,

BAND CONCERTS
SHOULD BE FINANCED

W

Official
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LEE IS

KILLED

.

LOVELY BRIDGE PARTY
Mrs. F. A. Mayhall was hostess
Saturday afternoon, June 28th, at a
delightful bridge party, compliment
Mrs. John
ing her daughter-in-laL. Mayhall, of Jefferson City, Mo.
The house was beautifully decorated
with aweet peas. At the close of a
number of interesting eames. Mrs.
John O. Pritchard helJ high score and
was awarded first prixe. Mrs. E. R.
Cassel, being the next lucky player
won the Second prise.. A most tempt
ing
luncheon was served
to the following guests: Mrs. J. H.
Barry, Mrs, H. A. Miller, Mrs. C. A.
Scheurich, Mrs. R. F. Pixley, Mrs. S.
A. Jones, Mrs. Jno. O. Pritchard, Mrs.
A. L. Dillon, Mrs. F. B. Hcod, Mrs.
Fred Dennis, Mrs. W. H. Duckworth,
Mrs. Felix Mandril, Mrs. E. R. Casxel,
Mrs. C. E. Smyer, Mrs. W. B. Mers- felder, Mrs. Dalton Reed, Mrs. Chas,
Melton, Mrs. Chas. Shannon, Mrs. E.
M. Chapman, Mrs. Jewel Kimberlin,
Mrs. F. M. Malone, Mrs. John May
hall, Mrs. HaVry Millo-- , Mrs. R. M
Bishop and Mrs. A. W. Skarda.
two-cour-

JOHNSON'S BAND TO
PLAY AT PORTALES
Johnson's Band will play for the
Fourth of July celebration at Por
tales. The excellent bunch of musicians also had requests to several
other places and Portales is fortunate
to have gotten her bid in early.
W. E. MARSH GETS

MOUNTED POLICE JOB
W. E Marsh received his appoint
ment the past week as mounted police
for Curry County. Mr. Marsh's po
sition is a salaried one and he will
devote his entire time to the duties of
the office. A number of other ap
pointments were ma 'e for the several
counties of the state at the time Mr.
Marsh'a was made, all to take effect
July 1st. Mr. Marsh had the back
ing of the local republican organiza
tion for the job and his friends are
:ongrntuluting him this week on his
appointment.

Rayniunilo Harrison has been reappointed Receiver of the U. S. Land
Offica at Fort Sumner.

4
4

'

4
4
4
4

Rent-Enquir-
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OIL PROSPECTS
Clovis is likely to one of these
days be the center of a great oil
field as we have several chances
at the game. South of us drilling plans are being made at
Kenna and also south of Portales. To the west, a big test
well has been started down near
Taiban. In Quay County, north
of Clovis, a well is now going
down at three or four hundred
feet. In addition to this several
leasing propositions in Curry
County have big acreages and
show excellent promise of a test
being made. Clovis is so situated that if oil or gas is discov- ered within fifty to a hundred
miles of us this town will get
the advantage of the discovery
on account of its superior rall-- 4
road facilities.

4

4444444444444444

4

Studebaker car met with hard luck
near1 Las Cruces last week. A lot of
giipa and bags of clothing were in the
back of the car and in some way
caught on fire, completely destroy
ing the baggage and ruining the cush
ions of the car. The owner stated
that in one of the grips was over
$2,500 in currency which was a total
loss as all the bills were burned up.
After the fire was out the owner
drove the car back to Las Cruces on
its own power as the rngine was not
damaged. Beside the money in one
of the grips the losa of baggage will
amount to about $2,000. It is thought
the fire started from soma matches
which were under the back seat of
the car.

OIL IS FOUND HERE
IN SURFACE ROCK

'

It

and piping was laid to a well

short
distance away, where an abundance
of water that will be pumped by a
gasoline engine. Actual drilling operations willcommence about Saturday
of this week and there will be no delay in getting the well down to the
necessary depth to find oii. Those behind the company, feel sure that their
aim will hfi attained before the well
gets to a depth of 3,000 feet. Numbers of the best geologists in the
country have passed favorably on the
Taiban field and it ia certain that if
there is oil anywhere in New Mexiao
that the drill should strike it in this
field west of Clovis.
There has been
talk of this well for the past several
months but it seems that a suitable
contract could not be made until now,
but now that the people's hope for a
thorough test of this great field have
been realized, there will be much ac
tivity among those who follow oil
operation. Already oil operators are
visiting the section around Taiban,
and there will soon be much activity
in oil leases.
Location of Well.
There has been much speculation
as to just where the company would
locate its well, but all this waa put at
resettle first of the week when it was
anmunced that it would bo on the
Northeast Quarter of Section !C
township 2 N, range 27 east, which is
southwest of the town of Taiban two
miles.
Prominent geologists have
said this is the logical place for the
well as the structures are favorable
at this point. The well machinery
ured by the drilling company is first
class in every respect.

may amuse you at first to hear
oil is found in surface rock
picked up near Clovis, but it is a fact
nevertheless. Victor Nelson, a farmer, who also has his side lights on oil
rocks and who is a confirmed believer
that a vast lake of oil underlies this
section of the- country, came into a
local real estate dealers office re
cently with
pocket full of rocks.
"What are you going to do with those
rocks?" said the dealer. "I believe
they contain oil and I am going to
send thorn to Chicago to have them
annlyze'l," said Mr. Nelson, and he
did, much to the astonishment of the
dealer when he read the following report:
Mr. C. J. Nelson,
35 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.
MIX PIQUANT
Dear Sir:
We have made a careful exMARGUERITE CLARK
amination of the sample of Rock
recently submitted to us, and
Mix piquant, captivating Marguer
found that it contains 19 per
Clark in a batter of love, suspense,
ite
'
cent of oil.
thrills and pathos and you have the
The percentage of oil in this
ingredients for "Come Out of the
rock ia so smr.ll that we cannot
Kitchen" in which this little favorite
determine its value. The fact
will be shown at the Lyceum Theatre
that this rock contains oil it a
Saturday night, July 6th. Marguer
good indication
that there is
ite Clark is quite domestic since her
probably oil in the locality.
marriage
and she appears in
Yours very truly,
sweet and domestic costume, but at
DEAVITT LABORATORIES,
that, there is something in Marguerite
(Signed)) H. M. Deavitt,
Clark's expression as she looks over a
Director.
dead chicken that indicates dubiety
not so much about the chicken, which
Editor Ryther of the Portales Jour- is a perfectly good one, but about
nal was among the Portales boosters what she ought to do with it.
Per
who were in Clovis Wednesday. Mr. haps it has something to do
with why
Ryther thinks the oil prospects south she wants to "Come Out of the
of his town are fine and that the
Kitchen." Anyway you'll enjoy the
Co., operating there will bring story which is taken from
one of the
in a gusher when their deep test goes greatest
New York Stagfc Successes.
down on the Wilcox ranch. Mr. Ry- And there's one of those excrutiatingther says the oil excitement has al- ly funny Mack Sennett Comedies with
ready made things liven up at Por- Cross Eyed Ben Turpin in it. This
tales and that people are trading ac- is some
combination Marguerite
tively in leases in all sections south Clark and Ben Turpin. It means
of town.
you'll have to come early or "Try to
Get Ia" later. Remember Saturday
C. B. Megarity and family of Beau- night, July 5th.
mont, Texas, are here visiting at the
home of his brother-in-laK. C.
E. C. Parker, principal of the High
Childera, Mr. Megarity ia assistant
School here, left the first of the week
cashier of the Texas State Bank A
for a visit at his old home at Eñ
Trust Co., of Beaumont, and nays he
Kansas. After spending a few days
is delighted with this 'section of the
there, Mr. Parker will go on to Chi
country. "There is more land here
cago to take a special course at Chi
than in any country I ever saw," Mr. cago University,
and will return to
Megarity said Thursday to the News
Clovis about September 1st to as
man. Mr. Megarity and family and
sume his duties as teacher here again,
Mn Childera and family will leave
this' week for an automobile trip to
the mountains in the western part of
the atate.
4 FIGHT RETURNS
4
4
AT RANCHVALE
Mrs. Ted P. Holifiold, who has been 4
4
quite sick, is improving.
4 Those who attend the Ranch- - 4
4 vale picnic will be able to get 4
Tho postoffice force was almost 4 the results of the big prize fight 4
swamped Tuesday.
All first of the 4 between Dempsoy and Willard. 4
month statements by the banks and 4 The fight returns will bo re- - 4
business houses were held back until 4 ceived by rounds in Clovis and 4
after the first to be mailed, which 4 it will be carried out to Ranch- - 4
made an exceptionally heavy mail for 4 vale and posted there also.
4
Tuesday and the postofflce force was 4
all day long getting it behind them.

that

Nu-M-

4.44444444444444

44444444444444444

BOUGHT ALL THE
HARVESTING

MACHINERY

Hardware men report having sold
every binder and header thia year
that they had in stock or that they
could procure during the past month.
The matter of enough headers and
binders to cut the wheat thia year ia
quite a problem but it ia believed that
there are enough in the county to save
the wheat crop if there ia no bad
weather.
IN COOL COLORADO
Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Kuykendall sud
son, George Harold, and Mist

little

Minnie Rogers left Monday morning
for an automobile trip to Colorado.
They were accompanied by Mrs. J.
S. Roger and son, Paul, of Senath,
Mo., who have been here visiting at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kuykendall.
BACK ON THE JOB
L. M. DeFord, who has been in the
service until recently, has returned to
Clovis and will again be with W. I.
Luikart & Company. Mr. DeFord has
been overseas and left Clovis with the
company of volunteers
organized
when hostilities were first declared.
Mr. DeFord's mother, Mrs. Helen
has returned.
De-Fo-

CLOVIS MUY BET
FEDERAL

BUILDING

There is a general feeling that Clo
vis ia going to have a federal building
one of these days. The postoffice ia
cramped in its present location and no
doubt could use bigger quarters to a
much better advantage. Right along
with a new government building we
should have free delivery as the receipts of the office have for a long
time been enough to justify this convenience.
Postmaster- A. B. Wagner this
week received an enquiry from the
First Assistant Postmaster General
relative to the amount of business
handled here now, the amount handled ten years ago and an estimate of
what increase could be expected during the next few years. The department also made requests in regard to
property valuea and other matters
that would indicate that C'ovis has a
good chance to get a federal building sometime in the future. These
things take time, but it is almost certain in years to come we will get an
appropriation for a new postoffice
building here.
The stamp sales from the Clovis
office for the year ending March 31,
1919, were $24,123.45.
Each year
for the past several years has seen
an increase in the receiptsof the office here and with more sidewalks and
street crossings, Clovis could easily
get free city mail delivery.
-

Would you like to sit at the peace
conference at Versailles?
That of
course cannot be, but you can have
them with you by proxy you can
see them in the, great picture, "The
Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser?
The Fall of the Hohenzollerns,' with
an
cast, which will be shown
at the DeLuxe Theatre Friday and
Saturday.
all-st-

STRIKE CALLED OFF
New York, July 2. The strike of
the Commercial Telegraphers Union
against the Western Union and Postal
Telegraph companies was declared off
this afternoon, it was announced here
by Percy Thomas, deputy international president of the organization.
Edward Reynolds, vice president
and general manager of the Postal
Telegraph company announced after
he was informed that the strike had
been called off, that those strikers
who wished to return to work could
do so, though they had to risk finding their places filled.
At the offices of the Western Union
it was said that men wishing reinstatement would have their claims
passed upon by a committee of employes.
Mrs. Hugo Klemann
and little
daughter, Alice, who live northwest
of Texico, left Sunday morning for a
visit to Galveston, Texas.

THE CLOVIS NEWS. THURSDAY, JULY
Paris in 1919 was but the Constitution of the United States of America
writ large. The States of the world
Official Taper of Curry County.
simply did what the States of America had done before them, had shown
them how to do, and demonstrated as
EDWARD L. MANSON
practical.
Editor and PublUher
Fourth of July, 1919, witnesses the
triumph of democracy.
One hundred years ago Democracy
Entered at the postoffice at Clovis,
of the great states
New Mexico, us second class matter wus a joke. Those
who did not look on it
Europe
of
men
1879.
3,
March
of
under the act
with derision regarded it as a menace.
Even as lute as Carlylu it was consid
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ered both unworkable and

The Clovis News
i

$1.50
75

One Year
Six Months

Sometimes in the spring a dash of
ruin or a sudden gust of wind shakes
the buds into bloom and we wake up
some morning to find the springtime
full upon us. Even thus suddenly
came democracy into its own
This war started the usual quarrel
between dynasties, and the armies of
rival soverigns moved forth to slaugh
ter, but destiny had its own purpose
in mind and before the conflict reach'
ed its height its character had chung
ed and it became a war "to make the
world safe frr democracy."
a struggle between the
It
two ideas, autocracy on the one hand
and democracy on the other.
Democracy won.
And the finishing stroke of victory
was made by the United States of
America, the giant of democracies
It was as if dramatically planned by
fate.
America has shown the world also
that a democracy can be efficient.
The theorists have always assumed
that only monarchies could act with
force, promptness and unity.
This war hus shown that while an
autocracy can succeed in suddenly beginning a war, it is democracy that

The binders and headers are singing in Curry County this week and
every farmer in the county is helping
to save the biggest wheat crop that
Curry County ever raised. It is hoped
that the weather will remain fair for
the next two weeks and if this is the
case the greater part of the crop will
be saved.
The report of an oil well at
was a f ;e. Those fellows up
there are like a good many other
folks, they are just expecting to bring
in a well. Oil prospecting is going on
in a good many sections of New Mexico right now, and somebody is go
ing to bring in a well one of these
days if there is any oil underground
in the Sunshine State.

isue

AMERICA'S GREATEST FOURTH

3, 1919

(First published June 12, 1919.)

lar organizations, ignorance and disease may be combuted and that foundation of intelligence be prepared up
on which alone a stable democracy
can be reured.
America is conquering the world.
But shu conquers the nations only by
setting them free.
She says or this Fourth of July,
1919, to every nution of the world,
"I seek not yours but you."

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Ft Sumner, N. M.,
June 4th, 1919.
Noti. i is hereby given that John F.
Byrne, of Texico, N. M., who, on
April 5th, 1916, made Homestead
entry, No. 013810, for NEVA Sec. 8,
NWU sec. 9, twp 4 N, rng 37 E N.M.
l'.M has filed notieo of intention
to make final three year proof, to
THE BOOK OF BOOKS
establish claim to the land above
before C. A. Seheurich, U.
The word "Bible" means 'the
S. Commissioner, in his office, at Clobook." "There is but one Book."
vis, N. M., on the 9th day of July,
Scott.
The Old Testament was originally 1919.
Cluimnnt names as witnesses: John
written in Hebrew on scrolls of parchBerry, Eugene Gooch, Jesse L. Jones,
ment, linen or papyrus.
The Septuagint, or first translation, E. Willis Rogers, all of Texico, New
wus the work of learned Jews, known Mexico.
W. R. McGILL, Register.
as ''the seventy," at Alexandria,
about

285 B. C.
The New Testament was originally

g
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By DR. FRANK CRANE.
Thev arc using in Paris now the
phrase, "It monde qui g'Americiiniae,"
Help Wanted Boys, if you arc
by which it is to be inferred that the
going to the harvest field this summer,
French journalists think that the
come to Pampa. The most concenwins.
world is being Americanized.
trated ''wheat belt" in the state. HarAmerica has shown that a democ- vest begins about June 20 to 25. For
It is.
This Fourth of July in the year of racy can develop a spirit of nationalinformation write Lee McConnell, or
The
Our Lord, 1919, is the proudest in ism as intensely as autocracy.
Gray County State Bank, rain pa,
and
of
Amcricun history; it is the triumph, people of the United States
Texas.
crown, and fruit of all the Fourths of France hud us burning a patriotism
July since 1776, and of all that they as the subjects of kaiser and czar. It
Job Printing nt the News Office.
has been shown that love of country
mean.
of
devotion
the
upon
depend
not
the
saw
does
1776,
July,
of
Fourth
The
planting of the American idea; the subjects to a king.
America has proved that democracy For Colds, Catarrh or Influenza.
Fourth of July, 1919, sees the first
1
apples from its tree, which shull be is not fatul to ideuls. Perhaps the
greatest contribution which America
for 'the healing of the nations."
America hus conquered the world. brought to the cause of the allies,
We can say this without offensive greater even than her forces of ships
boastfulness, and the other nations and fighting men, was her luminous
acknowledge the claim and smile, be- und inspiring ideulism conveyed thru
cause of the strange new nature of her chosen spokesman.
His utterances were as baftulions.
the conquest.
The world has been dominated be- They gave unity to the allied counfore, but the victor has marched at sels, courage to the allied armies, and
the head of armies and left his trail hope to all the peoples of earth.
It was from the mouth of the young
in blood. Alexander mastered the
world, and Caesar, Charlemagne, and democracy, the Benjamin of nations,
Napoleon, but they all planted germs not from the ancient and cultured
of revolt which quickly rotted the East, that the word went forth as u
Do vou feel weak and unermal to the
flying sword.
fabric of their empire.
we'k ahead of you? Do you still cough
docs your noso bother you?
America's success has not been mil
This Fourth of July, 1919, also wit- - aa littlo,... or 1.4
fl ...
itary, altho she has shown herself nesses democracy engaged in the most
,
ft"'
bodv into
capable of backing her intent with amazing gesture of
and shane. Build stmnil
and
physical force. It has been spiritual.
An
any nation has ever
old, reliablo
upon itself. It has plucked the herbal tomo made from wild roots and
It has been the triumph of an idea.
barks, is Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
It has been by an appeal to things thorn of alcohol out of its flesh. It Discovery. This "nature remedy" comes
inyisible, " for we look not at the has cleaned itself of the poison of in tablet or liquid form. It will build up
things that are seen but at the things centuries, consecrated by tradition your body, cure your cold, and protect
f
Jííj
which are not seen, for the things and interwoven among the dtsires as you
WMis
I this temperance alterative and tonie
which are seen are temporal, but the
things which are not seen are eter
America has its labor troubles, but wild cherry bark with stillingia, which is
f
the '""W snd '
nal."
on the whole its workmen enjoy bet-- !
:
also Oregon grape root, blood root,
;
ter living conditions than those of tona
Quwmlg root,-- aU
skilfully
Let us specify.
The representa- - combined in the Medical Discovery,
The most amazing fact of the any other nation.
American labor are already1 These roota have a direct action on theTwentieth Century, the outstanding tlves of
stomach, imnroving , di ires t ion and awimi. ...
wnn
DUSy
meir propaganu i. vu uU lation. These herbal
achievement of this generation, has
extracts :in ...
the
lot
improve
of
they
can
to
what
and
"Discovery" aid in
not been the winning of the war, for
By improving the
are. best for scrofula.
there have been wars won before, but workers all over the world.
oft
attack
throwing
blood they aid in
an
And now that the war is closed the oi inllucnia.
it has been the formation of the Lea
gue of Nations, that mighty a i sol various religious denominations of the
Catarrh should bo treated, first, as
n
blood diseuao, with this alterative. Then,
emn covenant between the powers of United States are engaged in a
be washed
to raise millions of dollars and in addition, the nose should Remedy
the eartlj which promises the end of
daily with Dr. Hagn's Catarrh
in
agencies
the
of
thousands
as
beginning
of
the
establish
law
the
war and
Send H)e for trial pk. of Medical Disends of the earth in order that thru covery Tablets or Cutiirrh Tablets to Dt
the program of nations.
simi- - I'icrco, IavuliuV Ilotel, Cufíalo, N. Y.
And thir Pact of Nations formed at hospitals, schools, churches anil

To the Defendant, J. W. Bush.
You are hereby notified that a suit
has been filed and is now pendinp in
the District Court of Curry County,
New Mexico, in which C. A. Seheurich
is plaintiff and you, the said J. W.
Bush, are defendant; that said cause
is numbered 1484 on the Civil Docket
of said court; that Pulton and Hatch,
whose postoffice address is Clovis,
New Mexico, are attorneys for the
plaintiff.
You will take notice that the object
of said suit is to obtain specific per- forniance of the contract of sale entered into between s'id plaintiff and
you, the said defendant,, and an order
and decree of court ordering you, the
said defendant, to convey to the pluin-tif- f
by good and sufficient deed the
following described real estate,

rr

-?

blood-mak-

Ztt

-

'V1

j.l

blood-makin-

cam-pagi-

10SI 6!
(Special correspondence to
Morning Joumul.l
Santa Fe, June 16. Money sent
her by her husband from Clovis was
tuken from Mrs. (Name on file in Citizens Bank) while shopping in Los
Angeles. She had saved out of that
money more than $4,000.00 to buy
a home and carried it in a shopping
bug, and five minutes after entering
a Los Angeles store she noticed that
the bug was open and the money
gone.

ey to deposit, would you select a

conservative or

over-liber-

al

Dank?

Conservative, of Course
That's Us

NOTICE OF SUIT

In

.P,!

Finn of mon-

(First published July 3, 1919)

Greek.
The first translation of the entire
Bible in English waj by John Wy- cliffe ebout 1380.
Now it is translated in more than
500 different languages.
The very first book printed from
movable type Was the Bible. This
work was done by Johannes Gulen-burIn 1456.
The Bible is credited to about thirty authors, covering a period of U'UC
years.
books,
The Bible contains sixty-si- x
1,189 chapters, 31,173 verses, 773,-74words and 3,566.480 letters.
is the middle verse in
Psalm 118-the Bible. Signs of the Times.

written

If you had a largo

Albu-qutrq-

:

Lots numbered one (1) and two
(33) in the
(2) in block thirty-threoriginal town of Clovis, Curry County, New Mexico.
and to compel you to convey said real
estate to said plaintiff free and clear
of all liens and incumbrances; and
that the contract of sale alleged by
plaintiff in his complaint be specifically performed by you.
You arc further notified that mfess
you appear, answer, demur or otherwise plead in said cause on or before
the 20th day of August, 1919, plaintiff will take judgment by default
against you, and will apply to the
court for the relief prayed for in
suid suit.
In witness whereof, I hnve hereunto set. my hund and affixed my
seal, this 26th da of June, 1919.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
Clerk
County Clerk and
of the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
NOTICE
In the Trobate Court of Cury County,
State of New Mexico.
Hon. C. V. Steed, Probate Judge.
In the matter of the Estate of Thomas
Henry Mead, deceased, (and who
was sometimes known and called
T. H. Mead.)
Notice is hereby given that letters
of administration on the Estate of
Thomas Henry Mead, deceased, (who
waa sometimes known and called !.
II. Mead., were granted to the undersigned by the Probate Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico, on the
16th day of June, A. D. 1919.
All persons having claims against
said estate are required to exhibit the
same to the undersigned at his office
in Clovis, Curry County, State of New
Mexico, for allowance, within twelve
months from and after the date of
this publication and notice with the
necessity vouchers or they will be
forever precluded from any benefit of
aaid estate; or, said claims may be
filed with the Clerk of the Probate-Cour- t
of said County and State.
Dated this the 17th day of June,
A. D. 1919.
CASH RAMEY,
Administrator.
R. E. Rowells, Attorney for Administrator, Clovis, New Mexico.

The

Clovis National
Bank
In point of strength, we stand
first.

Build It Now!
That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustling days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.
WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT RIGHT

Lone Star Lumber Co.
Clovis. New Mexico

Telephone 23.

Wm. Ratzburg
Plastering and Stucco Work
Phone 299
Room 18 Pierce Hotel

Residence

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON

BROS.'

Embalmers and Funeral Director?
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235

YOUR LAUNDRY TROUBLES

It
,

n

rooms
Why worry

ú
m

Deposit
Avoid the Loss of the Savings of a Life-timYour Savings in The Citizens Bank of Clovis
e.

need money, use checks; wlien traveling use
exchange, traveler's chocks, letters of credit, or other safe
and convenient methods. We will be glad to supply you.
Mad the motto of this hank, "SAFETY FIRST" heen
applied, the above irreparable and sadly discouraging loss
would have never occurred.
"When you

i

v

The Citizens Bank of Clovis
The Farmer's Friend

Made !n
Clovis
The Cluvls Broom Factory Is
now milking excellent broom
on fulo
which can be found
wllli every first elan groccrmiin
We do not retail our
In Clovis.
brooms, but fell direct to the
merchant. Patronise home Industry by asking for our
brooms. We arc In the market
all along for a little self working broom corn.

O. M. Reese

about

your

laundry

when by rail inn for 48 our nmn will

rail for your hoIIH rlotliliiR
wlll.be
dean,

Clovis

relumed

ami It

promptly, nice and
.i

Steam Laundry
a
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It has been our custom to clean out our stocks
each season and our buyer who has just left for the
East to purchase new goods for the Fall season instructed us to clean out all summer goods, regardless
of cost. Therefore we're following instructions and
will start Saturday, July 5th, and will close this
gigantic sale Saturday, July 26th.
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is

a
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Teach your Dollars to Have More Cents

Come Early, Stay Late

J

m

ETC

JULY CLEARANCE

SILK PETTICOATS

FANCY SILKS

$4.00 Wash Silk

All of our Fancy Silks such as Taffeta and
Satin Plaids, Printed Ocorgette, Foulards,
Etc, will go in this July Clearance Sale.
1.2.") Fancy Silks, sale iricc
89c
$J.19
1.50 Fancy Silks, sale price
$1.39
$1.85 Fumy Silks, sale price
$1.49
Fancy
price
sale
Silks,
$2.00
2.23 Fancy Silks, sale price
..$1.79
$1.98
$2.50 Fancv Silks, sale price
1.00 Fancy Silks, sale price
$2.29
$2.73,
$2.79
.1.25, :1.50 Fancy Silks, sale jirice
:1.75 FancyKilks, sale price
$2.98
89c
$1.65, $1.8. Fancy Pongee, sale price

ill

i

Ft

Fancy Wash Goods
15c
23c

:5c
40c
.r)0c

05c
73c

Quality,
Quality,
Quality,
Quality,
Quality,
Quality,
Quality,

11c
17c
23c
32c
39c
47c
59c

sale
sale
sale
sale
sale

price
price
price
price
price
sale price
sale price

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

Wash Silk Petticoats
Cotton Top, Silk Flounce.
1.50 Cotton Top, Silk Flounce
7.50 Jersey Top, Silk Flounce
$7.23 Taffetta Peticoat
$(.50 Taffetta Petticoat
5.(X)

$8.50 Jersey Petticoat
$8.95 Taffetta Petticoat
.$5.50

LINENWEAVE
43c, Linwcave, fine sheer
4!)c Linwcave, haskct weave
30c Linwcave, voile
(iiJc Linwcave, crossbar
7!)c Linwcave, voile and tine sheer

)!l.l3(laberdine

tor.

37c
41c
44c
54c
65c
87c
35c
33c
38c
30c
24c
39c
47c
69c
69c

'

1

Nainsook
Nurse Linen
Middv Twill
40c Cross Bar Flaxon
.'55c Brown Linen
30c Flaxon
43c
43c
43c

eft
Ep

:

(McVoile
85c Piue
83c Organdie

Curtain Materials at

Eft

ii

$1.15 Aprons, sale jirice
2.00 Aprons, sale jirice
$2.50 Aprons, sale jirice
$:i.00 Aprons, salo jirice

Kimonas, Clearance Sale Price

-

20

89c
$1.47
$1.89
$2.89

OFF

......

.

A V:

kf

JA

..i.-.-

.V.

56c
61c
$1.33

20; OFF
Blue and Gray Serges not included in this
Sale.

Loraine-Zejihy- r

(Gingham, 33

inch54c

One Lot of Skirts including Silks and Wool
Plaids, Serges ami Poplins, in jilain and fancy
colors on the rack. Clearance Sale
HALF PRICE,
All our fancy and plain white Silk Skirts
including Crepe de Chine, Dew Kist, Baronet
Satin and all the newest creations.
Clearance Sale
25'0 OFF
WHITE WASH SKIRTS
25 OFF

Numerous other articles
not listed will interest
you.
v.

1
111

3--

r.

,.

All of our Men's Shirts with collar and cuffs
attached, also Neckband Shirts in Silks, Fibre,

Madras, Jaj)anese Crepe, soft and stiff cuffs.
CLEARANCE SALE PRICE 20 OFF

Men's Oxfords
One Lot of Men's Oxfords at
$3.93
Balance of Men's Oxfords in black and tan.
Clearance Sale Price
20',i OFF

Men's Night Shirts and
Pajamas
$1.50 Night

downs, sale jirice
$1.75 Night downs, sale jirice
$2.00 Night downs, sale price

Hi
Hi

m
ok

$1.29
$1.39
$1.59

$2.50 Pajamas, sale jirice t.
$3.25 Pajamas, sale jirice

9i

9A

$1.98
$2.49

VP.

m

Men's Caps
All our Men's and Boys' Fancy Caps will go

at

.

S3

m

carry the biggest 'and most complete
stock of Men's Underwear in the city. Athletic, 4 length, ankle length in long and short
sleeves. Prices from $1.00 up to $3.00.
tg)(
SALE PRICE 10 OFF

25ró OFF

Skirts! Skirts!

-

m

Men's Shirts

Loraiue Zephyr dingham, 33 inch
59c
75c Loraine Zejihyr Gingham, 33 inch
64c
75c Tissue Uingham, 34 inch
..69c
A nice assortment of Gingham 'Plaids,
Checks and Stripes at 25c and 29c the yard.
Ladies and Children's Parasols

m

AVe

Ginghams

REDUCED
Among these you will find Silvertones, Velours, Tricot ines and Serges, colors of Navy,
Tan, Black, Pekín, Henna, etc. A wonderful
opportunity to purchase a wrap for your going away. Julv Clearance Salo
HALF PRICE

94 Pepperell Bleached Sheeting
104 Pepperell Bleached Sheeting...
$1.50 Sheets, 81x90

Suits to make room for the new goods which
will be coming in we will put our new suits
on sale during this Clearance Sale at

Bungalow Aprons

Coats and Capes

Sheets and Sheeting

In order to clear out our stock of Men's

Men's Underwear

have only :5 Dresses left and our order
is to clear thcni out for our new fall stock
which will be arriving shortly. Included in
lliese dresses are Taffetas, Crepe de Chines,
Foulards, dcorgettcs, etc, in all the newest
'Regular prices $20.00,
si vies and colors.
$25.00, $29.50, $35.00 up to $49.50.
JULY CLEARANCE SALE, HALF PRICE

sá

t

Petticoat

July Clearance Silk Dresses
We"

I

p.

REDUCTION

20

Taffetta Petticoat

$9.50 Taffetta

fifle

t

$3.29
$3.98
$3.98
$3.98
$2.98
$5.98
$d.98
$5.39
$6.79
$6.89
$4.19
$7.39

$4.i)5

G5(!

White Good- s-

Petticoats

H93 Wash Silk Petticoats

Clearance Sale Men's
Suits

-

20';; OFF

Men's Eancy Hats
All of the Fancy Hats in the. House, Star
Brand will go in this sale at
33
OFF
1--

3

m
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thut did not

show an overwhelming Republicun papers and not one Demosentiment of the people in fuvor of cratic paper amonpr them. There can
the League, Ho cited a number of be no doubt about the list beini? in- such tests and all of them in favor of complete, for we noticed many im- the League. He asked for onlv one nortnnk
i,i.. tlltS xt
nmluinm
i
'"""""' "WMtifij
test that showed sentiment attaint it York Tribune,
which opposed the
and the challenge was not accepted, Knox resolution. Senator Hitchcock
Senator Bornh had just read into said that all of this shows just as
the record the petition of lh trrntm evvrvthinir nlu
11
vunb tucre i
"
of New York Republicans, headed by a tremendous Republican support not
mi. nimersiiBin, caning upon tnc only among the rank and tile of the
Senate Republicans to ratify the cov-- , people of the United States,
but
enant without amendment, and hud among the intellectual leaders o'f the
then renewed his demand that the Republican party all over the
party take a firm stand try, in favor of the ratification of the
against the League. He said that if League of Nutions. So, I say
to tnc
the Republican party refused to take Senator that, if he proposes to put
a stand there would be a new party his party on record egainst the Lea-thwould do so. It was then that (rue of Nations or leave his partv he
oeiiaior micncocK proceeded to show win leave the party."
tne trend or Republican opinion in
Senator Hitchcock told Sanntnr
favor of the League of Nations.
Borah that he believed that the LeaThe evidence was overwhelming. gue of Nations covenant would be
He first cited a poll taken by sixteen ratified with the assistance
of Renewspapers, headed by the New York publican votes.
Globe, an independent Republican
Whatever may be the outcome in
paper, in which 141,000 votes were the Senate, there can be
no doubt
cast, and which resulted in a total of that Senator Hitchcock made
out a
107,644 votes in favor of the League case for his contention that
sentiment
and 33,407 against it. He then.. ritaitlfnr
rntiflmtinn Bmnn s th.
.......
vua laim1. amij
the poll of editors of newspapers, file of the Republican party is strong
made by the Literary Digest, in which and that it is growing. It the Rmih
i,d7 editors responded to a auei- - lican Senator who are opposing ratitionaire. It showed 718 for the Lea. fication without amendment block acgue, 181 against and 478 who favored ceptance of the League
covenant that
it with amendments.
In order to they will be flying in the face of the
show the importance of the newspa overwhelming sentiment of the
coun
pcrs participating in the noli, he try and courtine nnlltlrai
.......
pointed out that they had a combined tion.
circulation of 21,000,000. He cited
a poll taken among the students at
TIME TO VANISH
Yale University, which showed 816
for the League and 286 against, and
One lltirht nno ninvnlnM ..4L...
miner
when Senator McCormick pointed out Mr. Brown returned ""'"""B
just as dawn was
that Mr. Taft is a professor at Yale, breaking.
ne replied: ' It is a university which
"What time is it?" called the sleepy
stands among the vcrv first univorm'. non o
ties in the country. If the Senator
'A quarter to 11 .ny dear," replied
um tuiiiuis can produce me vote
Brown.
another university of eoual standing
His wife turned on a light and
in the country that does not show a looked at an alarm clock
that stood
similar result, I should like to see it." near her bed. It showed twenty
minMr. Hichcock then cited the in- utes past 4.
dorsement of the League covenant by
She took her husband to task,
the American Federation of. Labor, whereupon he put on his coat
and hat
' representing the most intelligent laand started out n a dignified manner.
bor interests in this country," by an
"Where are ou going?" she asked.
overwhelming vote.
"I am going away," he replied.
The most interesting part of Sena- ' away, never to return! When things
tor Hitchcock's address, however, was have come to such a pass in this house
when he read a list of forty-thre- e
that you, the wife of my bosem, will
leading Republican and independent rather believe an ordinary, tin
newspapers spread all over the counalarm clock instead of your lovtry, that are demanding ratification ing husband, it is time I left for
farts
of the League covenant without unknown.
amendment.
The list, he said, wan
hastily made up and was incomplete,
Auto painting. Bert Curless. Phone
but the búlk of them were consistent 254.
3 tf

It's Drugs.
It's Patent Medicines
It's a Prescription
It's Toilet Articles
It's Rubber Goods
It's Insect Powders
It's Stock and Poultry

it at

Southwestern
Drug Co.
The Rexall Store
Clovii,

N. M

oiir.

REPUBLICAN

Senator

SUPPORT
OF THE LEAGUE

Hitchcock

of

It has about gotten so in this coun
try that when the cook leaves th
roast in the oven too long and ruins
it, she feels like she ought to be paid
time and a half for overtime,
The latest explanation is that Satan
was thrown out of heaven because he
tried to introduce jazz-timin the ce
lestial choir.

Nebraska

wade it very clear to Senator Borah
on the floor of the senate the other
"day that if he is determined to carry
out his intention of putting the Republican party on record
against the league of nations or leave
'the party and start a new one, he
most certainly would be compelled to
do the latter. Incidetally, he challenged the Senators opposing the League to cite one test of public opinion

Augustine Openbottom says that
his brother-in-lahas installed an
electric fan in the vacant room over
his fish market and rents it out to
people who want to spend their vacation at.the seashore, but haven't the
price.

VINYARD'S
JITNEY DANCE HALL, TEXICO
Opposite Runnels Lumber Yard

Our experience is that corn on the
ob reaches restaurants in the form
of nubbins.

Commencing at 8:30 p. m.

--

And one of the strangest things in
this world is what becomes of the
third egg when three are scrambled
together.
M

EVERYBODY INVITED
GOOD MUSIC

Furthermore, we doubt if the gentleman with red whiskers has a right
to laugh at the lady's summer furs.
The June bride's idea of a good
joke, is for the bridegroom to call
himself her lord and master.
One reason why some men never
get anywhere is because they expect
to be carried by some kind of "movement" organized by an organizer.

Remember there is a Jitney Dance
at VinyarcTs Hall on Wednesday and
Saturday nights of each week.
shoes begin leaning old newspapers. When the car gets
each other.
stuck and the wheels refuse to take
hold, feed it some of the old papers
OLD NEWSPAPERS HELP CET
between the tires and the mud.
CAR OUT OF MUD HOLE
only a few will have to be work
eif in befort (he wheels will begin to
A resourceful motorist whose car grip and the car start forward.
Thil
has been stuck in the mud does not method of handling a difficult situaalways have to fall back on a pair of tion is so simple and so uniformly sucmules to get free. In such an emer cessful, that every motorist
should
gency the United States Tiro company know of it and carry a pile
of old
proved valuable.
newspapers, unless he is equipped
The first calls for having stored with some other apparatus for such a
away somewhere in the car a stack of contingency.

her

high-heele- d

Mrs, Peevish says that although Mr. toward
Peevish seems to be a kind father, she

can't trust him to brush little Pansy's
hair for fear he will whack it off with
the scissors.
Another good thing about the way

half-doll-

Cupid dresses is that he can scratch
his chiggers without inconveniencing

himself.
As a general thing you are safe in
guessing a girl isn't
when

"-- ""
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monthly bills.

j

You want anything found in
drug store, get

Phones
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From D.illii News
The woman who ucd to look upon
a wedding invitation as a social vic
tory, now has a daughter who in
eludes such things in the list of

.Ln

1

IF

OUR SPICE BOX

bow-knee- d
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Us-ual-ly
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UNION LAUNDRY
Invest Some Money In It Now
It Will Pay You Good Dividends

Plans are now on foot to establish a Union Laundry in Clovis. A corporation will be formed and 'stock will be
sold to finance the venture. It is the plan that every Union man in Clovis buy stock in the corporation and not only
the union men but business men and others will be invited to share in the investment.
The Clovis Union Laundry will always employ union help. It will be under the management of a thorough
Laundryman. It will be governed by a board of directors selected from the stockholders, and each stockholder will
be entitled to only one vote regardless of how many shares of stock he may own. It is further provided that the
directorate shall be made up only of men who are members of some labor organization.
The capital stock of the corporation will be $20,000, with a paid up capital of $5,000.

Will Be A Good Investment
Stock in the Clovis Union Laundry will be a good investment. It will beat putting your money in oil stock
mighty bad. Your money will not only assist in providing a laundry wfcre Union labor will always be employed,
but will pay you a dividend yearly that you will be proud of. We have made a pretty thorough investigation and
find that thfe, income on Union Laundry stock in various portions of the country, runs as low as 337c and as high os
100 yearly. Subscriptions have been taken in fast in the few days.
E. L. McCauley now has charge of the stock selling and if you have not seen him already, make it a point to turn
your subscription over to him at once, as it is the plan to get all stock subscribed within the next few weeks. All
moneys are turned over to the Fiscal Agent, who is under an indemnity bond of $6,000.

F. L. Haville, Fiscal Agent

S

E. L. McCauley, Stock Salesman

,

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
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Business

Your Hardware

We earnestly solUit a share of your

It

hardware business.

is our aim to

keep a complete line of Standard lines
of Hardware at ull times

and

prices Mill be as reasonable as
business

pulirles

Come In and see us.

will

our

consist-en-

t

permit.

We will be

(lad

to meet all our old friends at our new
burliness.

Skarda Hardware
SucffhHors

Co,

to W. Wlnmlller

A. W. SKARDA

J.

S. SKARDA

GROCERIES and FEED
I have recently decided to put in

a

line of groceries in connection with
my feed and will he pleased to give
you prices.

A SPECIAL PRICE ON RED
STAR FLOUR

WMMmmmmmmmmimmmm
Tt

Messrs. Brown and Martin
a new wheat header lust week.
Cleveland Johnson freighted it from:
Clovis on his Ford truck.
J. Z. Isler bought an International
separator while in Amarillo last week.
Mrs. Lenoru Sutton took the mail
car at Cameron last Thursday to go
to the home of her parents.
Lee Watkins bought a new wheat
binder last week. E. W. Leach brot
it out from Clovis with his truck.
One of the heaviest rains of this
year, fell last Thursday night.
E. H. Jones of Strawn, Texas, was
visiting the Dunn family last week.
Tillman Brothers moved a granary
from Charlie Tillman's place to L.
C. Tillman's the first of the week
Lee and Charlie Woods came home
last week to help their father In the
harvest.
Mr. Brown and Mr. Boney have
each purchased a threshing outfit.
J. D. Hendrix and family from the
valley, spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. M. F. Hendrix.
Messrs. Crecelius, Bunch, Brown
and Boney made a trip to Amarillo
Sunday.
H. L. Cauuhran beirun cutting his
wheat Wednesday. It has been estimated to average 51i feet in height.
A. A. Dcthruge and fumily came
out from Clovis last week to spend a.
few days while he plows out his row
crop.
pur)-chase-

m
m

SAVINGS

it
)

We have a small Savings Bank
for every girl, boy, woman and
man in 'Curry County. HAVE
YOU GOTTEN YOURS?
Deposit $1 and get it today, we
pay you 4 per cent interest and
you can withdraw all or any part
of your funds whenever you desire to do so.

First National
Bank

BELLV1EW CHIMES

Mrs. Toss Fryar moved into her
new home the first of the week.
Mr. Charlie Gann was working for
his brother, Conley Gann, Monday,

Clovis New Mexico

trying to kill some weeds.
Mr. Lobbins was out rustling hands
to work in the harvest, which will
begin aoout the first of July.
Misses Esther Brakes. Annie Trapp,
Pearl and Mae Moss were shopping at
Bellvlew Wednesday.
All of the row crops are looking
fine after the big rain that fell the
last of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. I. N. Storms were
shopping at Boney's Saturday.
Mr. Charlie Gann made a business
trip to San Jon the lust of the week.
Mr. Charlie Bolding is on the sick
list this week.
Mrs. Simpson was visiting the
'
Drakes Inst Friday
Several young folks met at the
(First published June 26, 1919.)
home of Mr. Brooks Sunday.
NOTICE OF SUIT
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson were guests
at the home of C. S. Moss Sunday.
In the District Court of Curry CounDOLL1E DIMPLE.
ty, New Mexico.
Eftic C. Morris, Plaintiff,
vs.
No. 1494.
Richard T. Morris, Defendant.
RANCHVALE CHIMES
The State of New Mexico to Richard
Free Call and Delivery.
T. Morris, the' defendant herein,
Greeting:
Boots and Shoes Made
You are hereby notified that a suit
to Order.
Little Flossy Belle Sharp is visiting
has been filed against you in the Disher sister Mrs. Oras Little a few days
Repairing a Specialty.
trict Court of Curry County, New
this week.
Mexico, in which Effie C. Morris is
Mr. John Anderson has purchased
Workmanship and Maplaintiff and yourself is the defendant
a hew binder for the purpose of cut- in cause number 1494 on the Civil
terial Guaranteed
ting his wheat.
Docket of said Court, and the general
Miss Glad y j Mathews has been conNext to Telephone office
objects of said action are to obtain a
fined at home with a case of mumps.
decree dissolving the bonds of matriMiss Gladys Groves spent Thursmony existing between yourself and
F. E.
day with Millie Long.
the plaintiff, and that unless you apCarl Smith has been helping Mr. pear and answer or plead in cause on
Proprietor
Buchanon cut wheut the first of last or before the 8th day Of August 1919,
week.
judgment will be rendered against
Mrs. Groves' brother from France you bv default, and the allegations in
has returned all safe and well.
plaintiff's compluint will be taken as
Earl Long pussed through this confessed by you, and A.. W.
l,
vicinity enrouto to a sale south of
whose business address is CloBlncktower Thursday morning.
is attorney for
vis, New Mexico,
The Boys and Girls' Club meeting plaintiff.
met Friday afternoon.
The sowing
Witness my hand and the seal of
and poultry clubs were organized. the Court at Clovis, Xrv .""Tico, this
The sewing club will hold a meeting 23rd day of June, 1919.
at the home of Miss Gladys Gioves ,Seal)
W. C. ZERWER.
Friday afternoon, July 11. All memCounty Clerk.
bers are urged to be present.
By OLA'DEVITT. Deputy.
This section of the country was
you are afflicted with
visited with a good rain Thursday,
( First published June5, 1919.)
Rheum, Tetter, dry
Salt
evening and Friday morning.
Eczema Acne or PimWillie Long and Samuel Groves , NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
were callers .n Roxie and Mary Smith
of
ples, buy a
Sunday evening.
Land Office, Fort Sumner, N. M.,
sweet",
odorless ointGladys Mathews Lee Michel audi May 28th, 1919.
ment Dry Zenzal. For
Raymon Buchanon were callers at
Notice is hereby given that James
the, watery eruptions
Ethel Kelly's Sunday evening.
McKinley Simpson, of Clovis, N. M.,
We had a large crowd at Sunday who, on June 12th, 1916, made Homethe only sure treatment
Sc"ol Sunday. Mr. Colodian Tate stead entry, No. 014088, for SWU,
is the soothing, healing
delivered an address about hs ti p Section 22, Township 4 N, Range 3b
Moist Zenzal, 75c the
across the pond which everyone en- E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no-- 1
jar.
joyed very much.
SHU FLY.
tice of intention to make Final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before W. J.
Curren, U. S. Commissioner, in his
office at Clovjs, N. M., on the 10th
Of Coursa
day of July, 1949. '
Claimant names as witnesses: Walter M. Marshall, Richard L. Bain, William E. Charleston, all of Clovis, N.
M., .'.nd E. A. Roberts, of Claud, N. M.
MARKETING HOGS
W. R. McGILL, Register.
beats burying them. Steve Hoover
Mt. rieasnnt, Iowa, writes, "ComRegistered Optometrists
menced feeding my herd of about
PILLS 100 hogs B. A. "Thomas' Hog Powder
CHICHESTER RRAM.
A
"Let us take care of
over, two months ago. Fifty were
i
I'
l'Mlnlr.
IMoiiIIlraV
Your Eyes."
SiclalllAV
fill! IS Kr. uh Ul.
sick and off feed, Nearby herds had
ÍWVT I Ixnrt,
Hlus Rlt.l.m. V
mini
cholera. I did not lose one they are
iim
II , J Eru.L A.wr.i
IIKAMO FILL. I
Satisfaction Guaranteed
growing fast. For cuie at
Ti ynnkDownM Ufit,&.rt,Alwayikelt.. well and
A
A. B. Ausin & Sons.
SCEu;iLGüiistVL:;ii',;;ip.E

PEOPLES

"THE

Clovis Grocery & Feed Store
J. M. Stephens, Prop.

Progressive

MONUMENTS
'Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Abo Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

Rapp Monument Co.

206

.
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West Grand Ave CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Shoe Shop

Wilkerson,

Over the Top

BAN K."

Dr J. B. Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon.
Office over Sunshine Shop
Office Phone 231.
Residence 209

DR. H. E. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute and
chronic. Office In New Tile
butldli.j on comer north of Fire
Station and east of Lyceum
theatre.
Office phone 383. Residence
Clovis, New Mexico.

390.

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian.
Otero Street.

200 West
Ptione 45.

Clovis. N. M.

Hock-enhul-

We are Glad the Victory
Loan went Over the Top
We aro alto glad it did not take
such an oyort to put it over, that it

tarn investors bold

would make

back on buying farm loans, and that
wo

are able to say to Curry County

farmart, wo bare plenty of money
to taka cars

of all good

farm loans,

and can give you the samo quick
service that hat made our loan

com-

pany popular with the public
Write ns or call at the office when
in need of money.

UNION MORTGAGE
MAIN STREET

CO.

CLOVIS, N. M.

Try

This
On Your
Eczema

i.

FOSTER SCOTT, Jr., MD.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON

Special attention Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat
Office Over Sunshine Shop.
Office Phone 46 ;

Res. Phone 18

mm

If

jar

that

Mears Pharmacy

Denhof

Jewelry Go!

S

.

M. W. Lincecum

1

.DR.W'AGR AND TRANSFER

rilONE

67

Let us do your hauling and
moving $1.00 per loal for small
wagon, $2.00 per load for big
wagon. We do crating and can
also furnish storage. Boxes for
sale.
When you go to move don't for-gus.
!':H',H''W "1"H MmWMMMMé
There Is mors Catarrh In this sectlu,i
than all other dlseaaui
put together, and for year It was up- to
be
Doctors prrscrlbeil
Incurable.
ioal
ocal remedies, a?d by conxtantly Tallin
to cure with loca, treatment, pronounced
It Incurable. Catarrh Is a locul disenso,
greatly Influenced by constitutional condition, and therefor, requires constitutional treatment.
Hall'. Catarrh Modi-cin- e,
manufactured by F J. Ohemy A
Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is a constitutional
remedy. Is taken Internally ami acts
thru the Blood on the Mucous Surface,
of th. System. On. Hundred Dollars reward I Offered for any cas. that Hall's
Catarrh Medicine fall, to cur.. Send for
Circular and testimonial..
oo.. Toledo, Ohio,
F. J. CHUNKY
fold by Druggist., 76c.
Hall's Family fllii (or constipation.

Of the country

"
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Chiropractic

Beat for all syste

mic disorders.

Mix Piquant, Captivating
Marguerite Clark in á
batter of love, suspense,
thrills and pathos and you
have the ingredients f or- -

Claud Adams left this week fur
Elk City, Oklahoma.
(ilnssos I lit give satisfaction.
II. It. Ulbsmi.

Dr.

4 lOtf

ACKMAN
THE STORE THEY TALK ABOUT

D. N. Croft has recently purchased
a new Studcbakcr car.

Mrs. Ella Briscoe left Monday for
Marshal, Mo., to visit her mother.
Let us place an Electric
with you on trial.

fililí

I'll

I.I

I

!' IH

Men's Wear

Washer

W

Only a few palm beach and mohair suits loft,
bettor pet yours now. They como in light and

dark colors. Unmatehable values at
left Thursday morning
for a several days' stay at Wichita
C. C. Baker

Falls, Texas.

$10.00 and $12.50

Buy your header barges from us.
The price is right. Kemp Lumber
Company

A

""HwJi

f

9

H. M. Stokes will soon commence
the erection of a fine residence on
east Grand Avenue.

'

Men's Panama Hats

Make every dollar buy to Hi utless, for cash.

most We sell for

KempCumWOWanu
Excavation has commenced on the
foundation for the addition to Kendall Dry Goods Co.
OMeiipntliy aMxlhls nature, that Is tue
reason It U best In confinement cases.
1U

"COME OUT OF THE HITCH
.

tf

A. J. Conley and Geo. W. Kyle,
who live north of Molióse, were Clo-vi- a

visitors Tuesday.

FEATURING

Buy your header barges from us.
The price is right. Kemp Lumber
Company
tfc

Service, Quality and Complete
Stock always at
,

4 Keep

your eye on the pan, "Claudia!" You can't watch
young
man and expect your biscuits to be feathery,
the
too! But maybe the young man doesn't mind "sinkers"
from the fair fingers of Marguerite Clark.
41 Her hands were touched with a little bit of stove polish.
Perhaps the odor of apple pie hung about her dainty

daughter, Maxine, left Wednesday for
an automobile trip to Colorado.
Buy your header barges from us.
The price Is right. Kemp Lumber
Company

Anyway she was loved by the prince of men!
was loaded up with money.

And he
Trainmuster, J. B. Briscoe left
flonday for Kansas City to attend a
Safety First meeting of the Santa Fe.

g
This play was so good that it ran for two
seasons in one of New York's largest theatres.
You can just smack your lips and imagine how good it
will be with dainty Marguerite Clark.

Good?

record-breakin-

Dr. Warriner has moved from the
west side and now has offices over
Gurley Broom Corn office, 113 South
Main.
Dr. J. B. Westerner's new residence on East Grand Avenue has been
C. L. Ovcrby is in charge
started.
of the work.

Ben Turpin and Charlie Lynn in
"NO MOTHER TO GUIDE HIM"

Cross-Eye- d

Mack Sennett Comedy

Twine, Oil and McCormick and
Deering repairs.

MUTT AND JEFF COMEDY CARTOON
AT THE

Bay

rfVh

Tom
friends
been at
several

TRY TO GET IN
21

PERSONAL MENTION

.

rooms for rent.

Phone

M. M. Craig was here from

I treat all (linean

Mrs.

F.

Pert Curless, l'lione
If

E, Dennis has been sick

I treat all disorders and disease
nnd disorders of
women. Dr. II. R. Gibson.
3

ot

Dr II. U. Gibson.

Jonei & Lindley received
Fordson tractors this week.

a car of

Mr. MasBengill's new residence on
East Grand Avenue is nearing com-

pletion.
Hal-luMrs. J. H. Shepard and son,
and daughter, Madge, are visiting at Artesia thii week.

,

new shipments of Men's

dark

that can't he heat.

All sizes now in stock at

$6.50, $7.50, $8.50 and
$9.50
"Monilto" Hose for Men
If you wear "Monitto" Hose you know what
they are, and if you have never yet tried
them, wo want you to huy at least one pair and
try 'em out. Every pair guaranteed to give
satisfactory wear or a new pair. We believe
this to he the best line of Men's hosiery in all
the country. We have tliem in all shades made
of cottons, lisies, and silks, beginning at

45c, 65c, 75c
oil nacer loeutlmi

Bert Curless. Phone

tf'

it

News Offl.ee.

Illiinks for sale

Mrs. F. J. Llndh y is visiting friends
J. C. Rapp spent several days in
Gen. M. Villinmson and family of
in Clovis this week.
Portales visited here Wednesday at Roswell this week on business.
the home of Milton Brown, manager
Queensware, Glassware and Table
For Rent Two unfurnished rooms.
of the Kemp Lumber Co.
Cuttlery at
Dr. J. W. Hale was in Clovis from
Dr. Gi on.
Grady Mondi y.
Cold chisels, wrenches and punches
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. La Londe
at
Osteopathic- treatment remore
left this week for California, where
'
they expect to make their home.
after cffeclN of flu.
4 intf

nr

this week.

Monday.

women.

Auto pulntlug.
2.7.

siviee-ahle-

tan calf skin English shoes, in the famous
"Packard" nnd "Hcaeon" makes', shoe values

Public Stenographer
Neat work,
reasonable prices. Mimec graphing a
Auto palutnig.
specialty. Miss E. A. Turner at A.
254.
W. Hockcnhull'i office. Phone 2.

JULY 5th

dressy md

Men's New Shoes

Mrs. G. R. Daring, who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. J. C. Trem-blaleft this week for her home at
San Antonio, Texas.

SAT

Sleeping
197.

Helm is shaking hands with
He hus
in Clovis this week.
points in the east for the past
weeks.

(.'ool,

$3.50 and $5.00

Just received
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Nelson and little

furbelows.

I

try 'em on.
in all shapes at

now and

Thi' Board of County Commissioners will be in session next week in
regular quarterly session.

LARK

41

They arc moving fast, hut constantly adding
new mimhcrs keeps our stock up. Come in

Clifford Hays has accepted a position as salesman at Jackman Dry

Noah Webb of Amarillo was a
visitor Tuesday.
Attorney Carl A. Hatch made a
business trip to Taiban lust Saturday.
Weber Wagons.
the cheapest.

The best is

U.!I.Jl!ll'i;"wv--

"

Goods Co.

Mrs. Lem Wright and little
Mary Alice, returned this week
from a trin to California, whern ttiuv
ighborhood and that the average have been for several weeks. Mr,
yield of wheat is estimated around Wright made a trip out to California
and returned with them.
20 bushels per acre.

Prof. Kays of Pleasant Hill was in
Clovis Monday. Mr. Kayt says har
vest is in full sway thia week in his

C. C. Callicott has accepted a posMrs. Jennie Leach and daughter,
Genivieve, of Alius, Okln., are here ition as assistant to the city clerk and
a visit ot tho home of Mr. and assumed his duties tho first of the
O. 0. Roberts, who sells Moline for
Mrs. Leach is n month.
W. I. Luiltart.
Mrs.
in
county,
this
has
Universal Tractors
Mrs. Luikart.
to
sister
just returned from the tractor show
('apt J. A. Noble, son of Judge J.
at Denver.
P. Noble, arrived home this
veek.
Genuine McCormick and Deering
Capt. Noble has been overseas for
Repairs.
and
Twine
Lawrence Connelly, who has just
several months.
returned from overseas, was here
Wednesday the guest of Cash Austin.
C. C Baker spent several days at
Mr. Connelly has been with Battery
home this week after being at
A, and stopped off here enrouto to
also at .points in ArkRoswell, where he wilkattend the big
ansas for the past few weeks. Mr.
A. Mandell, Fred E. Dennis and Baker plans to spend
Fourth of July celebration that will
several weeki
be given there in honor of the Bat- John O. Pritchard left tho first of the In Arkansas soon in the interest
of
tery A boys. Mr. Connally ii a print-e- r week for Atlantic City to attend the the
d
Oil and Lease Co.
Mr. Mandell will lie is also running away from
and before he went tato th ser- Elki Convention.
the hay
vice worked with one of the papen at spend two or three weeks in the mar- fever from which ha suffers
every
kets before returning.
Carrlzozo.
,
summer. ' '
I
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"JUDGMT"

'

LOCAL MENTION
Mr. J. J. Hilver returned this
week from a visit of
weeks to
relatives at Lawrence, Nebraska.
W. P. Trowcr, who lives in the Bill-vieneighborhood Is upending several
weeks in Clovis taking spec in 1 medical treatment.

Houchen left last week for
Albuquerque.
He is connected with
Neul B. Fialds, a prominent business
man and attorney of Albuquerque.

Sunday 11 a. m.

is attain

at her

position at the money order window
at the postofflce, after spending several week on a vacation trip to Hot
Springs.
E. L. Weaver, wife and two children, have recently moved to Clovis

from Pine Bluff, Ark. They have located on North Thornton Street. Mr.
Weaver is contractor.
Mrs. F. E. Slaton and baby, who
have been visiting at the home of Mrs.
Slaton'i mother, Mrs. W. H. Shumate,
left the latter part of last week for
their home at Baratow, California.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Caldwell and
children of Sapulpa, Okla., who nave
been here for a visit at the home of
Mrs. Caldwell's mother, Mrs. W. H.
Shumate, left last week for their
home.

Harry L. Patton returned the Arst
of the week from a business trip to
Midland, Texas. All that section has
been hit pretty hard for the past few
years, but Mr. Patton says fine rains
have come now and the old cows are
now all getting fat.
J. S. Bobo, who livt i near St. Vruin
was in Clovis Saturday.
Mr. Bobo
says he raised the best crop last year
he has raised for the thirteen years he

has been on the Plains and that his
prospect la much better this year. Mr.
Bobo manufactures brooms and says
he sella about fifty every time he
comes to Clovis.
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

CLASSIFIED

:

Carter of Chan'ning, Texas,
was in Clovis for a few days this
week. Mr. Carter formerly worked
for the News, but is now editor of the
Hurtley County News at Channing.
R. M.

"Salvation
,

AND

ADS:

le Per

T

Rewards"
Sunday 8:15 P. M.

Prebyterian

U

For Sale

Three good mares and
colts cheap. Apply to Charles Morris,
114 North Connelly.
2tp

Nu-Me-

Church

J

Mat.

Jtoomfl for Rent Enquire 114
a bit of interest is being tak- North Connelly. Phone 171, or 311
en locally in the WiHurd-Dempse- y
North Sheldon, Phone 335.
prize finlit which is to be pulled off
For Sale Choice resident lot. Lot
the Fourth.
Willard is theheavicr
10, block 7, North Park addition,
man but Dempsey has plenty of backM. Address L. 0. Braders who believe he has the punch to Clovis, N.
9-4tp
put the big champion out of business. ford, Prior, Okla.
Among the Portales boosters here
Wednesday, was Charles Hagerling,
fiscal agent for the
x
Oil Co.
Mr. Hagerling is a live wire and thru
his direction Portales has got much
advertising
during the past few
weeks.

'

'..-

-

'"V

.

1

i ft

For Sale A five passenger car.
First class shape, $300. A, care

i
Hand over '
MARGUERITE CLARK -'- Gretna Green

News office.

Commercial Rooming House, bed
v
rooms. Also rooms for light houseScene from ''Come out of the-- Jnlv Bth. A liui shnwinor Ann Af fknA
Tom Yelverton of Wichita Falls,
keeping.
Phone 232. Mrs. C. F. Kitchen" Margueuite Clark's latest J runny two reel Mack Senllett Com.
Texas, spent several days here this
Wells, Prop.
Oscar Conwill, who lives at 202
picture which will be shown at the edies with Cross Eyed Ben Turpiiu
week visiting hit parents, Mr. and
North Wallace, left the latter part
Lyceum Theatre, Saturday night, Cou'd better come early.
S. V. Yelverton and shaking
Strayed Two mules, One black
of last week for a visit with relatives Mrs.
hands with old friends. Mr. Yelver- about 8 years old, 14 hands high, one,
near Guymon, Oklahoma.
ton had a bad attack of small pox a eye out. The other mouse colored' For Sale Lot 4, block 65; lot 2, the direction of Mrs. Neff, was in
few months ago but says he is feel- mule, branded P. on left shoulder. D. I block 73; lot 7, block 40; lot 7, block every way a success gringing forth
II. E. Baker and wife left Wednesing fine now.
A. H. Clin- peals of laughter from the audience.
C. Myers at Temple & Myers Gro 44, Clovis old townsite.
day for a several weeks' stay in
ton, Littleton, Colo.
The players all did their parts excery
Arkansas. Mr. Baker will work there
ceptionally well, reflecting much credThe First National Bank of Clovis
In the interest of the
Mares and Mules I now have my'
For Rent One light house keeping
it upon themselves and Mrs. Neff, who
Moaned money to the farmers and
Oil and Lease Co.
marcs
andm
old
at
ules
the
Beck
barn has charge of the expression departroom and some sleeping rooms over
stockmen when there wasn't any
News office. Modern. Phone 244. where they can be seen by prospec- ment of the conservatory. Those parj
Mr. Philip T. Newitt, who has been prospect for a crop, just the same as
tive buyers. R. C. Edgell.
ticipating were:
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Louis P. they do when conditions are good.
Expression Department: Ruby SuOur
Bed
is
motto
For
Room.
Phone
Front
you
that
when
enTo
buy
Wanted
are
rent
good
or
a
J. Mastersnn, for the past severul
Blanche Lanewood Stevenson,
man,
titled
to
credit you get it, if we Underwood or other standard key-- j
months, returned to his home at SpoLena Merle Pbrce, Nola Owen and
got
haven't
it,
in
friends
our
the
cast
News,
typewriter.
board
Apply
at
kane, Washington, lust week.
Zella Mae Pierce.
have, and it pays you to do business office.'
ltn MONTHLY RECITAL OF N. M.
Voice Department: Stanton Lewis,
with a bunk that is lurge enough to
A NEW PARLOR SPORT
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC Sam Small and N. A. Nicholas.
$925 Auto for $5001918 model,
command that kind of credit.
Five passenger Chevrolet in good conPiano Department: Ollie May
Persons who own their own homes
Last Monday night at the High Smith, Ailene Snellings, Lennie Cardition, run 2,000 miles, tins new tires.
Attorney
Mears,
W.
can make a lot of money by charging
See L. J. Black, care New Mexico School Auditorium a large and ap- ter, Inez Collins, Ruth Payne, Edith
themselves high rents which they do E. Lindsey and W. B. Oldham of PorTract Society, 217 North Rencher preciative audience was given a rare Roberts, Blanche Lanewood Steven.not hove to pay, and therefore can tales were Clovis visitors Wednesday
in the form of music and der son, Irene Spade,
Wilma Thigpen,
ciovis. I none iui. uo not treat
credit to themselves as savings, evening. These men are very en- aircei,
matic art by a number of the pupils Lydia Havener, Margaret Cramer and
Saturdays.
call
thusiastic over the oil prospects south
WILD NOW.
of the New Mexico Conservatory if Marie Whiteside.
of Portales and says thut the
Wanted Some light housekeeping Music of which Musin Croft is direcKemp CiimlxT
Oil Co., that will soon begin drilling rooms, or a furnished home.
Box tor.
We have never felt the yoke of the
south of there means business, and 173, Clovis, N. M.
Both the size and character of the
Hun but we know his treachery and
will thoroughly test the field.
audience testified eloquentily to the
Did you ever stop to think that the
For Rent Two rooms for office or widespread interest and support dishonor what should he pay? See
First National Bank of Clovis loaned
Property owners on North Rencher light housekeeping. Perfer to rent which have been aroused by Mr. the decision of just rulers in 'The
over Three Hundred Thousand Dol- Street who own property for the two for office. 110 North Main Street. Croft's efforts to maintain a school Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser?
lars new money to the farmers and blocks north from Bent Avenue will C. Jackson.
that is truly representative of the The Fall cf the Hohenzollerns," with
cast, at the DeLuxe Theaan
stockmen of Curry County to tide petition the city council at its next
Room and Flats for Rent Enquire highest Ideals and most progressive tre, Friday and Saturday.
them over last fall and winter? If meeting to extend sidewalks out that
methods of musical education.
311 North Sheldon street. Phone
you are not perfectly satisfied with way, every resident property owner at
Everyone on the program did
335.
your banking connections now is a having signed the petition. Sidewalks
Hugo Klemann and son who live
splendidly, receiving much applause.
good time to change, a few bud years and crossings now go as far north as ' For Rent Modern sleeping rooms,
The one-acomedy ''Burglars" northwest of Texico were Clovis vismay come again.
Bent Avenue.
staged by the expression pupils under itors Thursday.
close in. Phone 304
In Bu.in.it for Jesus Christ.

Burk-Eastlan- d

Nu-Me- x

(brnMrui

c

What

Mew m iiiae Sh
TI

Those Dainty Blouses
cornet to in the popular pastel shades.
Sonic are embroidered, Home arc bead trimmed

of

(1

and others have the combination of beads and
embroidery.

A

Continuing the Sale of
Ladies Suits and Coats
at One-HaPrice
lf

The

pries

are

$5.00 TO $15.00

You will, no doubt need to replenish your
wardrobe for your unnner vacation
or peW.

July festivities and

& CO., is

the logical shop for

Suits

ruffl-- s

The price is

Coats

Frocks

Capes

Blouses

-

-- AND

$10.00

;

Kool Klassy Kloth Klothes

$25.00

days. The colors are attractive n,nd the
terials correct.

and Accessories

ma-

From $10.00 to $25.00

Lingerie

and

Also an

interesting showing of Men's Suits at
$25 TO $50.

The other has a long tunic, heavily embroidered ami held at the waist line by a heavy cord
girdle. The price is

t.ow.

up

Just the thing to wear during the warm

They are in Taffeta and (leorgette combinations, straight line effects.

Oie has rows of narrow Taffeta

I. LUIKART

of

$1.25 and

Snappy Silk Shirts up

exclusive modes in

JUST ARRIVED

wide girdle.

an unusual display of shirts in
the newest patterns and best materials.
You will find

Fine Madras Shirts

rchancefor the Fourth

Two New Frocks

the Men's Shop

In

few are designed with the

niui'h talked of loose panels.
,

m

Í

TrV

all-st-

This is to notify the public that I
am in no way connected with any oil
company or oil corporation.
RALPH E. LA LONDE.

S

RATE
Word Per Issue

' Quite

Chas.

Miss Ollie Sears

Mrs. J. M. Mottlcy of Dallas, Texas,
representative of the Winona Mills,
will be here for a few dny3 and will
be glad to have old customers call her
at 214.
ltc

$30.00

SOME EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD VALUES
in (inghani dresses for l'ouse and garden wear
arc offered for your approval.

Oxfords and Pumps
For Ladies' nnd Misses' are shown in the newest models, leathers and Colors; aud at prices
that are very attractive.

And too, there

re oome

beautiful dresses

suitable for street wear, for the afternoon tea,
for party or dan sant, and for the most formal
occasions. These are offered at
ONE-THIR- D

LESS

W. . Luikart & Co.
The Big Store

You cannot afford to overlook our Furnish-

ing floods Department, where you will find the
best in Hosiery, Neckwear,

(3

loves,

Etc.

NOW ON DISPLAY
,

A very complete line of

VOILES

LAWNS
and other Summer Fabrics at a remarkable
saving.

t

-

'

THE CLOVIS NEWS,

THURSDAY, JULY 3, 1919
me known to be the penons described
in and who executed the foregoing'
instrument, and acknowledged to me

that they executed the same us their!

TWO WEEK'S BIG

Clean Ud S

sus. s

Sale Starts Saturday June 28th

I
I

See my big bargain counter of Ladies' Men's and
Children's Slippers.

1

That's All

fleo act Hnd deed.
In Witnesj Whereof, I have here- unto set my hand and affixed mv seal
the day and year in this certificate;
first above written.
FRANK C. FISHER,
Notary Public.
(Notarial Seal)
My commission expires Mar. 14, 11)22
ENDORSED
No. 9914
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 0, Page 539
Certificate of Incorporation of
SIXTY-FOULAND AND OIL COMPANY
(No Stockholders' Liability)
Filed in the office of State Corporation Commission of New Mexico.
June 10, 1919; 9:30 A. M.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared JJO to MH.

Wedding Gifts

We are always (tad to
offer iugetiou.

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State Corporation Commission of
New Mexico.
Certificate of Comparison
United States of America, Statu of
New Mexico, ss.
It is hereby Certified, that the annexed is a full, true and complete
transcript of the
Certificate of Stockholder!'
of SIXTY-FOULAND AND
OIL COMPANY, (No Stockholders'
Liability).
(No. 991S.)
with the endorsements thereon, as
file and of record in
on
fame appears
the office of the Slate Corporation

Denhof Jewelry Company
Jewelert and Optician
Official Santa Fe Watch Inspector!

y

Wiedmann's Shoe Store
SHOE REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

Commission.

In testimony whereof, the State
Corporation Commission of the State
of New .Mexico has caused this certificate to be signed by its chairman and
the seal of said Commission, to be affixed at the City of Santa Fe, on thin
10th day of June, A. I). 1919.
(Seal)
Ill'OH 11. WILLIAMS.
Attest :
Chairman.
A. I.. MOIVUSON, Clerk.
Certificate of
r
Land and Oil Company, (No
Stockholders' Liability).
State of New Mexico, County of
Curry, ss.
This is to certify that we, the undersigned subscribers to the capital
stock of the above named corporation, for and on behalf of ourselves
and all other stockholders who may
become associated with us and said
corporation, do hereby declare that
there shall he nn stockholder' liuhil- ity on account of any stock issued by'
said corporation after the
commence- .
:
- ;
memi oi ousiness
jv saui
corporation;
and that said stockholders are only
severally liable for the amount of
capital of said corporation certified
to have been actually paid in, in property or cash, at the time of the commencement of business by said corporation.
In Witness Whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our names and set
our seals, the 27th day of May, 1919
F. H. Rowell
(Seal)
Jno. O. Pritchard
(Seal)
C. A. Seheurich
(Seal)
(Seal)
Robert C. Orchard
(Seal)
Claude N. Wilson
Sixty-Fou-

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State Corporation Commission of
New Mexico.
Certificate of Companion
United States of America, State of
New Mexico, ss.
It is hereby certified, that the annexed is a full, true and complete
transcript of the
Certificate of Incorporation of
SIXTY-FOULAND AND OIL COMPANY
, (No Stockholders' Liability)
(No. 0914)
with the endorsements thereon, as
same appears on file and of record in
the office of the State Corporation
Commission.
In testimony whereof, the State
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this certificate to be siirned by its Chairman and
the seal of said Commission, to be affixed at the City of Santa Fe, on this
10th day of June, A. D. 1919.
(Seal)
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,

K Helps
o

í
a!

,1

Sick
Women
Cardui, the woman's
tonic, helped Mrs. William Eversole, of Hazel
Pitch, Ky. Read what
the write: "I had
general

breaking-dow-

n

ot my health. I was in
bed lor weeks, unable to
I had such a
get up.
weakness and dizziness,
. , . and the pains were
A friend
very sever:.
to.d re I had tried everything
else, why not
I did, and
Cardui?
soon saw it was helping
me . . . Alter 12 bottles,
I am strong and well,"

...

TAKE

For generations jewelry ha. beta
accepted ai tho molt suitable wedding
gift, for it carrier with it the proper
sentiment that a gift of this kind
should.

I

Attest

Chuirinan. the incorporators herein, are as folA. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
lows :
F. H. Rowell, Clovis, New Mexico,
Certificate of Incorporation of Sixty-Fou- r 128 shares;
John 0. Pritchard, Clovis, New
Land and Oil Company. (No
Mexico, 128 shares;
Stockholder! Liability).
We. the undersigned, citizen tit
t. A. fccheunch, Clovis. New Mex- the United States and citizens of the! ic. 128 shares;
Robert C. Orchard. Helen. Now
State of New Mexico, being desirous
of forming a private corporation Mexico, 128 shares;
Claude N. Wilson, Belen, New Mexunder and by authority of the laws of
the State of New Mexico, hereby as- ico, 128 shares.
V.
sociate ourselves together, and have
This corporation shall exist for a
made, signed, executed and acknowledged the following articles of incor- term of Fifty (50) years.
VI.
poration for that purpose.
The names and' respective postpf-fic- e
I.
addresses af those who shall serve
The name of this corporation shall
be SIXTY-FOULAND AND OIL as directors for the first three months,
are
as follows:
COMPANY, (No Stockholders' Lia-- i
F. H. Rowel!, Clovis, New Mexico;
bility).
John O. Pritchard, Clovis,
New
II.
Its principal office in this state Mexico.
C.
shall be located in the City of Clovis, ico; A. Seheurich, Clovis, New MexCurry County, New Mexico, and John
Robert C. Orchard, Belen, New
0. I'ritchard, whose postoffice ad- Mexico;
dress is Clovis, New Mexico, is hereby
Claude X. Wilson, Belen, New Mexnamed and designated as the statutory agent in charge of said corpora- ico.In
tion, and upon whom process against unto Witness Whereof, we have here
set our hands and seals, this 27th
the corporation may be served.
day of May, ma.
III.
F. H. Rowell
(Seal)
The objects for which this
Jno. O. I'ritchard
(Seal)
is formed, in addition to the gen
C. A. Seheurich
(Seal l
eral powers conferred by law, are as
Robert C. Orchard
(Seal)
follows:
Claude N. Wilson
(Sea!)
To purchase and obtain by lease or
otherwise acquire, to hold, own, operate, improve and otherwise deal in State of New Mexico. County of
Curry, ss.
lands; wheresoever situated; to sell,
On this 27th dav of Mav. 1919. be
rent, mortguge, lease or otherwise
me personally appeared F, H.
dispose of lands or any interest there- fore
Rowell, John O. Pritchard and C. A.
in, whether improved or unimproved;
to develop the resources of and turn Seheurich, to me known to be the perdescribed in and who executed
to account the buildings and rights sons foregoing
instrument,
and ac
of the corporation by irrigation, the
planting, cultivation, farming, graz- knowledged to me that they executed
the
same
as
free
their
act
and deed
ing and otherwise, as may be deemed
In Witness Whereof. I have here
advisable; to acquire by purchase,
my
unto
set
hand
and
mv seal
affixed
lease, gift, devise or otherwise oil,
gas and mineral leases, mines, miner- the day and year in this certificate
al lands and oil and gas lands; to ac- nrst above written.
quire by location and discovery or (Notarial Seal) F. S. BURNS.
Notarv Public
otherwise, under and pursuant to the My
commission expires June 20, 1920
laws of the United States, mines and
mining claims; to acquire by gift,
purchase, devise, lease or otherwise State of New Mexico, County of
Valencia, st.
any mines or mining claims patented,
On this 3rd dav of June. 1919. he- located or discovered by any person
..A !..1...t
or association of persons under the fnro mo nor,miillu
laws of the United States; to develop, C. Orchard and Claude N Wilson, to
oerate, dispose of, or in any way
use said lands; to mine, drill and bore,
and to refine, reduce and prepare for
market and dispose of, either as a
)
raw product or otherwise, any of the
products of said lands; to manufac
ture from said products any mid all
commodities and
thereof;
and, as owner or lessee of any lands,
any such lands
to sell or
for any of the purposes aforesaid.
To engage in and carry on the busi
ness of drilling and exploring for oil,
producing, refining, treating, manu
facturing, piping, carrying, handling,
storing and buying and selling oils,
pilrolcum, natural gas or other mineral substances or products of such
lands.
To own or to own an interest in
and onerate and conduct pipe lines,
gas mains, plants, systems and wprks
for the use, sale, distribution and
transportation of natural, artificial
and mixed gas, petroleum or other
substances for light, heat, power and
other purposes, over, through and
across the lands of others and streets,
alleys, roads, highways or other prop,
erty.
It is herebv provided that this cor
poration may conduct its business and
perform anv and all acts herein spec
ified in any state in the Union and for
such purposes may have one or more
oflices out of this state
IV.
The amount of the authorized cap.
tal of the corporation is Twenty-fiv),
0
Dollars
Thousand and
divided into Twenty-fiv- e
Hundred (2"i00) shares or the par
Dollars
value of Ten and
(110.001 each. The amount of capi
begin
shall
with
it
which
tal stock
Hundred
business ahull be Sixtv-fou- r
0
Dollars ($0400.00). All
and
shares of stock shall be fully paid be
fore issued and shall thereafter be

u.

FRANK C. FISHER.
Ni.tary Public1
Mv Commission expires Mar. 14, 1922

GOAT MILK

(Notarial ScjI)

TltK PFRFMrr

N.trot ta Motlmr'a

ENDORSED:
No. 9915
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. C, Page 559
of StockCertificate of
holders of SIXTY FOUR LAND
AND OIL ( OMPANY (No Stockholders' Liability).
Filed in Office of State Corporation
Commission of New Mexico.
June 10. 1919; 9:í!0 A. M.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared JJO to MH.
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State Corporation Commission of
New Mexico.
Certificate of Filing
MEHinlWOMEU
United Slates of America, State of
Draiffhoc'i BwIm Call), AblltM Tui
New Mexico, ss.
KKKK book fthotit your NEW, KA AY.
It is hereby certified, that there 8miMKT
y hm i
MOD (of trainini m, ml
was filed for record in the office of quick
At collnr. (of futjrntrHd piMtition, M brakkMtfM-the State Corporation Commission of of
at ftift to I III a month, and lU
euunw
rbtt( than
the State of New Mexico, on the 10th m why yur
why butlm
day of June, A. D. 1919; at 9:110 riiurim at uthr th'mllrfM and
I prWrr
train.
ÍirWef
o'clock, A. M.,
iatata "bonw" or "culltu".
Certificate of Incorporation and Certificate of Stockholder!'
bility of SIXTY-FOULAND AND
(Yutir nam
OIL COMPANY (No Stockholder!
Liability).
The incorporators
WHEREFORE:
Your atldrrv
named in said Certificate of Incor-- !
potation, and who have signed the
same, and their sucres wis ami as-- i
sif;ns. are hereby derlured to be, from
this (lute until the Tenth day of June,
State of New Mexico, County of vin,tl.(,n Hundred and Si:tv-niiie- .
UK. ('. O. WAKRINER
a'
Curry, ss.
Cot poration by the l ame and for the
CHIROPRACTOR
On this 27th day of May, 1919, be- purposes set forih in said erUiicute.
fore me personally appeared F. H.
(Nos. !i!)t I and 991-office live blocks west of
Rowell, .John O. pritchard, and C. A.
In testimony whereof, the State
I..cemn Theatre
Seheurich. to me known to be the per- .Corporation Commission of the State
t
sons described in and who executed of New Mexico, has caused this cer121 North l ane Si.
instrument, and ac- - titivate to be signed by its hairman
the foregoing
PHONE 101
tht-knowkMlKi-to me that
t'Xfcutwl aml the 8(.ai 0f ttif ('ommiHsion, to ho
. .
..
...
'
the same as their free act nnd deed
-"""-':
u
:
i
i
Whereof,
In
itness
1
h i iv nr . iini A D. 1919.
i nove uui-it- h
my
my
seal (Seal)
unto set
hand and affixed
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
the day and year in this certificate Attest:
Chairman.
first above written.
MORRISON, Clerk.
A.
F. S. BURNS,
(Notarial Seal)
Notary Public
FOR SALE OR LEASE
My commission expires June 20, 1920
State of New Mexico, County of
Two Section Ranch, 4 miles west
Valencia, ss.
2 miles south of Grady, N. M.,
and
On this 3rd day of June, 1919, be
fore me personally appeared Robert consisting of 480 acres patented
Undertaker artel
C. Orchard ami Claude N. W ilson, to land, one school section, 100 acres
Embalmer
me known to be the persons deserilied leased.
This land is in one body,
,
,
inanownoexecuwaineioreKonKin- h
t
th
'
strument, and acknowledged to me
;.
Prico lii.OOO.OO, terns.
tt,,it tiw.e i.v..,.iit,.,i tho
u tlw.ir bmldtnsre.
Manaxer Clnvis CerriPtery
and
free act
deed.
Or will lease for lone time at $3.10;
I
hereWhereof,
have
Witness
In
Write me.
veari
'
Phone 14 Itotb Day and Night.
unto set mv hand and affixed mv seal

$125 a
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The Woman's Tonic
Do you ieel weak, dizIs your
zy, worn-out- ?
lack of good health caused
from any of the complaints so common to
women? Then why not
It
give Cardui a trial
should surely do for you
what It has done for so
many thousands of other
women who suffered It
should help you back to
health.
Ask some lady friend
who has taken Cardui.
She will tell you how It
helped her. Try Cardui.

All Druggists

fe

e

($25,-000.(10-

No-10-

Equal to Butter (or cooking Bitter than
Oüve 03 for salads, at half the price of
either. Better, more Wholesome and
Economical than lard or compounds,
Use

less Mazóla
d
to
for shortening than butter or lard.
one-four-

In frying,

last drop

one-thir-

th

ose Mazóla over and over again to thi
absorbs odors or flaws.
it

ner

PHF

No-10- 0

Wonderful Cook Book.

Write today for it.

CORN PRODUCTS

No-10-

The names and respective fost
office addresses and respective num
ber of shares subscribed by each of

1

Unusual Economy

e

r.0.Boil6l

REFINING CO.
Neil

Vrt
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IS WAR OVER

COUNTY BOARD OF
EDUCATION ORDER

Washington, June 28. Now that
the peace treaty has been signed, legal officers of the government probacy Attorney General Palmer will
huve to decido whether the signing
terminated government contro
or
fupt'rvision of many private activities
within the meaning of the laws which
took them over.
' Tho end of the war," ' the termination of the wur," during the
emergency," when u state of war is
ended" and ''with the coming of
peace" are some of the terms which
have been used in the multitude of
e
laws. The legal questions
involved are apparent. Furthermore
measures are pending to suspend wartime control, notable in the case of
telephone and telegraph wires. Some
government controls, such as food and
fuel, actually long since have ceased
to function.
The legal limitations
placed on some of the principal wartime government controls are expressed in the laws as follows:
Rullroads; twenty-on- e
months after
the end of the war.
Telegraph and telephone; ratification of peace treaty or sooner in tne
discretion of the president.
Food and fuel; when peace is proclaimed.
Exponago act; end of the war.
War trade and export control; end
of the war.
six
War
finance corporation;
monlhg after termination of the war.
Reorganization of government bureaus under the Overman law; six
months after the war.
Alien property custodian; as congress directs.
. Government operation of ships; five
years after the war.
Agricultural stimulation; 0 months
after the present emergency.
In fact, most of these government
controls actually have ceased functioning or rapidly are doing so.

At a special meeting; of tho County
Doard, July 1st, 1'JlO, the request of
District No. 10 to call t.n election for
voting bonds to build a school house
one mile north of where tho house
now stands, and that the district pay
out of a special levy on their own
district for all extra transportation,
was taken up and disposed of as follows
Motion made by Mr. A. J. Conley
and seconded by Mr. W. W. Hungate,
that as the question of the location
of the house in district No. 10 was
taken up at last meeting each side
being represented, and as it was de
cided to leave the house where it now
stands, that it is the opinion of the
County Board that that settles as to
location of the house and that they
do not think it best to reconsider the
question. It is further recommended
and urged that the directors call another election for the voting of bonds
to build a house where the old one
now stands, and that all citizens of
the district be urged to support the
bonds and build a good High School

QUESTION
FOR ATTV f.FNFRAI

B;

1

IS GOING UP
If you "wait until

Hie

last minute" before

order-you-

r

supply of coal'

You Will Have To Pay
More

war-tim-

You will not bo able to get the coal you need; ,
cars will be used for grain movement and there
will not be enough cars for both grain and coal.

You Gain Nothing By
Waiting
and will probably have to take inferior coal.
The sensible easy thing is to

Order Your Coal Tpday

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
"It Cot

No More To Build

It Right"

Clovis, N. M.

Phone 15

HICH PRICES FOR BIG WRITERS

Dickens was a tremendous earnet.
At his death his fortune amounted to
about
million dollars and it is
calculated that in about thirty years
activity he earned three times tnut
sum. Sir Walter Scott got $40,000
for one volume, at a t!me when money
had five times its present purchasing
power. James Whitcomb Riley's "An
Old Sweetheart of Mine" is said to be
the greutcst
poem ever
written and the best paid piece of
literar work ever published, coimij-crin- g
tne number of words. Coupling
ull the forms in which it has appeared
it has brought in more than $5 JO u
word. Detroit News.

The three modern writer whose income! from their literary work are
said to be the greatest in the world,
are Rudyard Kipling, Sir Arthur Cortan Doyle and Arnold Bennett. Doyle
hid difficulty in selling for $125 his
"A Student in Scarlet," the story in
which Sherlock Holms first appeared.
The eventual return from this story,
however was about $00,000. Sjnrj
ten years ago, Doyle revived the character of the famous detective and
sold the American seriul rights in the
rtories for sixty cents a word.
Whun Kipling came to New Yoit
from India he vuinly tried to sell v h
"You've got to think right before
Morios as "The Man Who Would He
you can act right." When its a new
King," and "The Drums of the
and Aft" for S"0 each. Later he re- home think KEMP'S and you will bp
ceived $25,000 for the- - seriul rights of right.
' Kim." While the most Hubert Louts
Kemp
(bmpojiij
Stevenson could get for his writing
a word, Kipling mil
win
Doyle can get six times that much
1st The News do jour Job Printing
one-ha-

lf

money-makin-

g

Cumkr

PANKEY DENIES LAND CRAB
Lieutenant Governor B. F. Pankey
has denied the charge of A. H. Hudspeth, United States marshal, that he
is trying to crowd out the small purchaser of state land. Mr. Hudspeth
asserted that in offering for sale of
land now leased by Gerhart Brothers,
State Land Commissioner Nelson A.
Field, made it necessary to buy the
whole lease. He asserted that Mr.
Field had done this upon the suggestion of Mr. Pankey. The lieutennnt-governo- r
is exhibiting an official copy
of the notice in which it is provided
that the tracts may be sold separately
He said that he asked Mr. Field to
.11 them separately in order that the
malí buyers might have a chance. It
was not the governor's intention to
buy the land; he wai merely aiding
in opening it for settlement.
New
Mexico Ruraliat.

e

Vul. l

Subscribe for The News.

Shepard's Observer

No.

2

cur. The public doesn't hear much
about them. The company sells its tools
to pay its debts, if it ever owned any
tools, and its naane is forgotten save
when some rusting investor turns over
"The proof of the pudding is in the his relics and uncovers a yellowed cereating thereof."
tificate that is worth nothing except is
It is not uncommon f.r promotional a relic. '
eompanies to express their pride or
The real proof of a Colnpany's success
their vanity when the sales of their is in the development of producing wells
stock is completed, to run large display and the payment of dividends to its
advertisements announcing that no stockholders, regardless of whether or
subscriptions will be received. The tone not its allotment of stock is sold.
of these advertisements are usually
The Texas ("rude Oil Company is the
boastful. "VK AKK A SUCCESS" is most conspicuous example of genuine
the slogan. " YICTOÜY" is written in success in the Texas fields.
large letters.
;
This company has better than .r)0,0H)
Hut
f 1
acres of Texas oil lands, I t wells proThese announcements aw wholly mis- ducing, many more drilling, KMX) or
leading.
more drilling sites, owns all of its drills
The mere fact that a little hundred and machinery, IS PAYING DIVIthousand dollar company has sold forty DENDS NOW. Will pay TWO divithousand dollars worth of stock which dends in July.
is offered the public means that the
A share in the "Texas" company
PROMOTERS have been successful in would mean a fortune' to you. The
selling the stock. Hut it means no more. Texas
expects to be as successful
A company may have sold and frea the Texas company. Stock is $2.(K)
quently does sell all its stock without ji share
I firmly believe it will
so much as erecting a derrick. Even if be. ijtf.OO or
by or before the next
more
the company has begun drilling there is regular dividend paying period, Oct. 5.
still no proof of success, for a "duster" Call and see me or send me
chuck
may cause the stock to shrivel to the NOW for the amount of stockv.our
want
you
vanishing point in value. Dry holes are
get
you
while
at
can
is a
it
$2.00.
This
not tho rule in Texas. In fact, they are
SAKE,
SANE,
IIIOII
CLASS,
GUARless common here than in any great
x
lield ever developed. Hut they DO oc ANTEED INVESTMENT.

The Proof of a Successful
Oil Company

TO-DA-

J.

H.

SHEPARD

Hox 727, Clovis, New Mexico.
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Bristles that

I simply can't
I pull out

iM3

We are glad to announce that w
now carry in stock the famous

Ji

Devoo Crushes equal in quality
to Dsvoc Lend and Zinc Paints,

Dcvos Varnishes and Devoe
Vcbur Finish.

t

JJLVUL

ineir uisinci.
JAS. M. BICKLEY,
Pres. Co. Board of Education.

BRUSHES

'are made of carefully selected
bristles. By the Devoe process,
the. bristles are solidly embedded
in hard rubber and then anchored
jto the handle. We guarantee
(the bristles will stay in. Work,
land a lot of it, is the only way to
iwcar Devoc Brushes out.

BIG FIGHTERS
SAVING THEMSELVES
Toledo, O., June 30. For fear of
an injury to his hands, Jack Dempsey
today was instruced to eliminate all
heavy hitting from his training bouti
The instructions were issued at the
request of Tex Rickard, promoter of
the Fourth of July championship
match, who ulso intends to make the
request of Willurd.
Sunday saw the last hard work-ou- t
for Dempsey and from now on the
challenger will ease off rapidly in his
training. This is a necessity rather
than a choice so far as the Salt Lake
heavyweight ' concerned for he is so
fine physically that there is more than
a remote danger of his going stale.
Willard plans to continue his recent burst of training speed for at
least two more days. The cool breeze
of the week end put feeling of snap
into the champion and led him to
decide to work steadily until Wednesday at least.
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Stop in we have a Devoe Brush
for every purpose.

Lone Star Lumber Co.
I

vJMlh, IslsWsfc ,..KWV,

1

A REMARKABLE COUPLE

Major Charles G. Baird, killed in
France, made a will in which he wrote
this tribute to his wife:
"At this time I want to say to the
world that my wife, in my estimation,
is the most perfect woman I ever

Single hands and teams for work on street
pavement at Clovis, New Mexico. Write
Rice-Babco-

Co.

ck

saw, heard, or knew of. She is endowed with marvelous courage, a very
AMARILLO, TEXAS
strong will ; and an intensely big ideal
of honor.
Her love has never at any time
diminished, but has grown always, un
til I feel that it has reached a point
age was unearthed by postoffice inFor Sale
house, modern
that can be reasonably considered the
spectors. Howard Prather has been with china closets, 2 pantries, 2 large
acme of perfect love. I am the rich
cloacts, sleeping porch, 2 lota, 2 garest of men, in that I am blest with appointed acting postmaster.
ages, side walks all in and paid for.
the truest, most honorable, and lov
Job Printing at the News Office.
A, care News office.
'
ing wife in the world."
Undoubtedly
Major Baird was
blessed with a wonderful wife. The
Major added in his will that he had
never broken a pledge or promise to
his wife, nor had he ever deceived her
or to' J her a falsehood, except as was
necessary to please and surprise her
in connection with some gift.
Certainly Mrs. Baird also had a
wonderful husband.
Albuquerque
Herald.

SPECIAL BARGAIN in
HIGH GRADE PIANOS

RECITAL MONDAY

NIGHT

The pupils of the New Mexico Con- servatory of Music gave a reei'iil nt
the High School Auditorium Monday
of this week. The program
consisted of a numbre of pleaiint
mimirnl ntimhnrfl thnt unirn annwn.!nt.
ed by all. An especially interés
g
part of the program was a
t
play by the Expression pupils, .lti.cr
the direction of Mrs. Neff..
one-s..-

-- THE

DENVER MUSIC COMPANY has

recently placed two exceptionally

high

grade pianos with us here for sale.

These

pianos are new but rather than send them

back to the house they have instruced that
the price be greatly reduce for immediate
sale.

"

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office, Fort Sumner New M?xl
ico, April Oth, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that the
State of New Mexico, by virtue of
the acts of Congress approved JunS
21st, 1898, and June 20th, 1910, and
acts supplementary thereto, has filed
in this office selection list for the following described lands,
List No. 8444, Serial No. 018554.
SW4 Sec. 2, T. 8N, R. 36 E N.
M. P. M., containing 160 acres.
Protests or contests against such
selection may be filed in this office
during the period of publication, or
at any time thereafter before final
approval and certification.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.
t:

One is a WERNER and the other
is a STROTHBER and they are
ceptionally

good

values

ex-

at the

regular price they sell for which is
$450 your choice of either

of

these instruments for

$375.00
Terms If Desired

CARLSBAD POSTMASTER
REMOVED FROM OFFICE
Carlsbad, N.
ing a check

M

of

June 29. Follow
his books, which is

said to have revealed a shortage of
about $3,500 in his accounts, Postmaster John B. ITarvey has been removed from office. The alleged short- -

Magic City Furniture Co.
RELIABLE HOME FURNISHERS

ó

1
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Do You Know That

EIVESJ1UT

FACTS

AFTER SEARCHING FOR YEARS
HE AT LAST FINDS MEDICINE

Prices Are Going Up?

T One Ton True); is
The Ford
of farmer, manufache
necessity
really
turer, contractor and merchant. It has
all the strong features of the Ford ear
made bigger and stronger. It has the
powerful worm drive, extra large emergency brakes acting on both rear wheels
h
and controlled by hand lever,
circle,
foot
46
in
a
wheelbase, yet turns
and has been most thoroughly tested.
We know it is absolutely dependable.
We advise giving your order without
delay that you may be supplied as soon
ns possible. The demand is large and
first to order first to receive delivery.
Leave your order today. Truck Chassis
$.")")0 f . o. b. Detroit.

THAT ENDS TROUBLES.

M-dt-

1

"I have been trying for years to
get something that would relieve me
of my troubles and have found it at
last in Tanlac," said Alfred Jolly, of
3291 Quitman street, Denver, Colo.,
and an employee of the water works
department of that city.

This is not a plea to you "to buy now," but if I am going
to give you real service, it is my duty to keep you in touch

124-inc-

"For a long time," he continued,
"my stom&.'h was in such an awful
fix that I could eat hardly a thing
without being in misery afterwards.
Even the lightest foods would bloat
me up with gas and I was constantly
belching up soar, undigested food
that at timet would almost choke me,
and often I wou.'d get so dizzy and
light headed that I would almost fall
down, and I would get so nervous that
it was almost impossible for me to
wt at night. I suffered agony from
rheumatism and was in such a
wretched condition that I was hardly

with shoe conditions. I want to tell you briefly about them
now.

From the signing of the armistice on November 11th, up

to the middle of Ivlirci., there was a decline. But since!
March 15th, prices haverisen until today they stand almost at the November 11th level and promises to go still
higher.

HIGHWAY GARAGE

for a thing.'
''After trying nearly everything I
present conditions rather than to
could hear of I took Tanlac. and it
and pay ever increasing rents in
wait
dif-J
sure hit the spot and has made a
anticipation of a lower price level
ferent man of me. My appetite is
that probably will never come.
splendid, my nerves steady, I sleep
fit

A large portion of our stock was bought before

that time,

and I want you to know that you will be protected here as
long as such stock lasts.

like n log at night, have gained eight
pounds and am in better shape than
I have been in years."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Mears
Pharmacy, in Texico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in 'Melrose by Irwin
& Pool.
(Advertisement.)

I have a good line of low quarter shoes, Men's Ladies'
and Childrens' that I will discount ten per cent up to and
including July 15th.

130 PER CENT GAIN IN MAY

BUILDING OVER YEAR AGO

S Compare our Prices and Quality and Know for yourself

The Cash Shoe Store
E. A. STORY, Manager

I

1

Oil, Oilers and Water Bags at

o'lJuiu ni
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The Fourth of July hencefourth ha
a new meaning in the history of
America. The need of patriotism is
not less urgent because our country
at present is at peace. All patriotism
does not smell of gunpowder, and
the din and roar of a battlefield.
Our fathers expressed their patriotism for their country by fighting with
bullets and bayonets for its liberty.
We must express ours by maintaining the institutions of a free land by
the wise use of the means at our
command. '
Now, the patriotism for today is
the kind that can be exercised in the
common affairs of life; a patriotism
that encourages the common citixen
to realize his best self; a patriotism
that gets into our homes to inspire
love and devotion between man and
wife; a patriotism that get into our
marts of trade and gives every man
a square deal.
sug-ge-

Items of Intrest In Clovto Church
Circle

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Hear this discussed at the Presbyterian church next Sunday morning.
Evening worship at 8:15 o'clock.
Sermon subject: "Salvation and ReIs there any difference?
wards."
Get down your good old Biblo and
read all you can find on that subject
and see if they are the same or if
there is any difference and then come
to the Presbyterian church Sunday
night at 8:15 and hear the subject
discussed.
The world has turned In a wonderful way to Bible study and this church
is trying to keep abreast with that
wonderful move. If you are interested we welcome you to our services.
If you are not interested and ought
to be, come and we will endeavor to
show you the saneness- of such a
study.
TED P. HOLIFIELD. Pastor.

Sunday School meeta at 9:45 a. m.
The subject! being studied now are
vital and you should be interested.
We have a class for you with a teacher that knows his business.
Christian Endeavor meets at 7:15
p. m. The society needs the loyalty
of all its
and hearty
members. Plan to be there on time
next Sunday evening.
Morning worship at 11 o'clock.
This
Sermon subject "Judgment."
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
will be a clear and Biblical study of
this subject. It will enable you to
All regular services will be held at
understand many things that have
Christian Church Sunday, July 6.
the
heretofore been of the greatest myI. N. JETT, Minister.
stery to, you. Have you ever heard
this and have you not also wondered
how it could be in the light otother SACRED HEART
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Biblical truth, namely, "there will be
Friday and Saturday, July 4th and
one great, general Judgment for all
In- mankind at one and the same time." 5th, Mass will be at 8 o'clock.
-

Do You Know?
Wliiita IMrcad is. A lid read IS NOT n half
solo. We take down your old tread off the fabric
and rebuild it just the same aslt is built in the
out of the uncured mum and eure it right
iere ourselves. That is why it is just the same
as a new tire. We ut in a new brake fit rip also.
Look your ires over and see if you can not save
vourself money by having us work on them.
Vulcanizing is an art, and trade. Come in and
see how it is done.
Kaeine Country Road tires
ft We sell he faiiH-.i'ai-tor-

1

1

s

(iuaranteed :,KM) miles; and the Savage tires,
We also sell a full line of
Heap Dig Milage!
accessories.

SLOAN & THOMAS
TIRE and VULCANIZING CO.
Lyceum Theatre Bldg.
Phone 53
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

structions for children following Mass
Sunday Tuly
on Saturday morning.
Gth, first Mass at 8:30, second Mass
at 10 o'clock.

You Can Afford
To Pay Big Interest

BACK BAD TODAY?
Backache is usually kidney-ach- e
and makes you dull, nervous and
tired. Use Doan's Kidney Pills for
weak kidneys
the remedy recommended by your friends and neigh-

ON THE MONEY YOU BORROW FOR A GOOD

bors.

Mrs. H. L. Warren, N. Thornton
St., Box 6, says: "There is nothing
like Doan's Kidney Piils for all symptoms of kidney complaint. About a
year ago, my kidneys caused me lot
of annoyance. Right across the small
of my back, I had a heavy, dull, beur-in- g
down pain that never seemed to
let up. My kidneys were bothering
me at times and I was often troubled
by dizzy spells. I found immediate
relief upon using Doan's Kidney Pills
and about one box cured me."
(iOc, at all dealers.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffulo. N. T.
Foster-Milbur-

INVESTMENT?

You have perhaps heard of the Texas man who
went to the hank to borrow money to buy

AN OIL LEASE
A year later he went back and bought the bank.

n

are as game as the Texas man, and are
looking for the best place to buy that lease you can't
beat the proposition offered at Kenna, New Mexico.
Now if you

CALL FOR BIDS FOR

ERECTING SCHOOL BUILDING
Public notice is hereby given that
the electors of School District Number 64, Curry County, New Mexico,
on the 3d day of June, 1919, duly
voted bonds in the sum of $13,500.00,
for the purpose of erecting and furnishing a suitable school building for
said school district 04.
That the plans and specifications
for said bülding muy be obtained
from J. M. Bieklcy, County School
Superintendent at his office in Clovis,
Mew Mexico, or J. C. Berry, Architects, Amarillo, Texus.
That the Curry County Board of
Education will receive sealed bids for
the completion of Baid building, as
per plans Hnd specifications, each hid
by a certified
to be accompanied
check for f.lOO.OO, made payablo to
said Board of Education, at the office
of the County School Superintendent,
in Clovis, New Mexico, and said bids
will be opened by said board in said
office at the hour of 2 p. m. on the
14th day of July, 1919, and the con-- I
tract will be let to the lowest rcspons--I
ible bidder, but the board reserves '.he
right to reject any and all bids.
i Done by the order of the Board of
Education of Curry County, Now
Mexico, on this 5th day of June, 1919.
J. M. BICKLEY, President.
UNA M. STEED,
Attest:
Secretary.

Where the Great Western G'l and Refining Co. are Beginning Their
Deep Test Well
The Geological reports are most encouraging. The
formation Í3 unexcelled in New Mexico, and the pres-

ent prices are most reasonable.

This Is Ycur Opportunity. Prices will rapidly advance.
Dame fortune may knock at your door but once.
If interested

see

TAYLOR & SWIM
ANTLERS HOTEL, CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

U

Representatives of

0 Great Western Oil

nt

Nothing compares with it for rheumatism and paralysis.

(

Church News

1.

New Y..rk, July 1. Continued improvement in the building field is
shown in reports received direct from
city building departments compiled
by Building Age. Optimism is prevalent, the typical expression of the
reports being "substantial boom in
building all along the line."
Material is high, yet contractors
and architects report little holding
hack of clients on account of high
prices.
The feeling among those
aboutt o build is that it is cheaper
to erect the required structure under

Activity is widespread for the
Not only is an inwhole country
crease of 130 per cent reporteil for
the month of May, 1919, as compared
with May, 1918, but 150 out of 182
cities report gains. Only 20 report i
loss. The total value of construction
for which permits were filed during
May, 1919, totalled 1105,911 192, as
against $49,85,900 for May, 1918.
All sections of the country show
gains.
Eastern states
substantial
show a gain of 153 per cent, SO out
of 67 cities showing increases; middle state cities 111 per cent, 43 out
of 50 showing increases; southern
cities 110 per cent, 37 out of 41 cities
showing increases, and western cities,
29 per cent, 20 out of 24 cities showing increases.

FOURTH OF JULY

&RefininffCo.
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POINT ENTERPRISE

'

A large crowd was present at Sun
day School. Bro. Culpepper of Clo- via made a very helpful and interest'
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The photographer took a
ni; talk.
picture of the young folks class and
their teacher.
Miss Lorena McOinty spent the day
with Miss Jewell Carnahan Thursday.
bbm
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker went
to Grady Sunduy.
Mr. J. C. Carnahan and family and
Mr. and Mrs. Lyslie Hyman were
Sunday visitors at the Estes home.
Misses Jimmie Burns. Claudia and
Nora Meador were the guests of the
Misses Rambo Saturday night and
Sunday.
Mrs. A. Struble and family enjoyed
a very pleasant day at the J. T. Lewis
home Sunday.
IETJ
Several of the friends of Mrs.
Struble of this community, also sev
eral from Clovis, took supper with her
Sunday evening.
Mr. Steed of Clovis will meet .the
Club members at the school house
Wednesday night. Also Mrs. Struble
desires to meet her Sunday school
class the same night.
Mr. C. C. Doris and family and
Mrs. Alexander were Sunday visitors
at Mr. Bob McGinty's.
Mr. J. J. Meador and Claudia
Meador made a business trip to Tex- - I
ico Wednesday.
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Miss
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her friends
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with
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will

entertain

party

Tuesday

night.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyslie Hyman were
callers at the Meador home Sunday
'
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night.
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child-

hood dreams

Is a land of
sweets.
Make some of
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will
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For,
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peace
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make
will
that
sing you a song of tobacco joy
smoke you
We job was to see how much of the nationa joy
hoursl
could get away with every twenty-fou- r
through thick ató thin.
Albert
Prince
You can "carry on" with
that II mate the
You'll be after laying down a smoke barrage
boys think of the old front line in France!'
the quality I And,
P A never tires your taste because it has
that P. A. is made by our exclulet it slip into your think-tan- k
and parch-assur-ance
sive patented process that cuts out bite
seven days out of
you can hit
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real
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every week without any comeback
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smoke-record-high-sp-

The weather has been very favor
able the past week and we hope it will
not rain until after wheat harvest.
N.
Wiruton-SaleMrs. John Bennett nnd daughter,
R. J. Reynold! Tobacco Company,
Hettie, of Atlantic, Iowa, are here
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
t ourt for the relief as prayed for in j NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE C. H. Westfall. and other relatives,
(First published June 20. 191'J.)
Miss Anna Dacus has been on the
thj complaint, filed herein.
NOTICE OF SUIT .
Witness my hand and seal of said State of New Mexico, County of sick list the past week.
v.
Curry, ss.
The singing given at the Kreitz- In the District Court of Curry Coun- C'tuvt this the oth (lay of June,
the
berg
Fifth
of
home Sunday night was well at
Court
District
the
In
llillt.
Mexico.
New
ty, State of
W. C. ZKKWKU.
,Seal)
Judicial District of the State of tended, and everyone enjoyed the I
Bessie Lincecum, 1'liiii.titf.
Clerk
County Clerk and
New Mexico, sitting in and for singing.
No. 14'Jti
vs.
Curry
of
Miss Edna Palmateer called at the
Court
District
of
the
the County of Curry.
Ollie Lincecum, Defendant.
Johnson home Sunday.
of New Mexico.
Aetna Building Ass'n., Plaintiff.
To the above named defendant, Ollie
Sunday school was well attended 1
OLA DKVITT,
No. 1395
By
vs.
Lincecum :
Deputy.
Persinger,
B.
also preaching be rv ices SunGeo.
Sunday,
Persinger,
V.
a
Ella
Ymi will
take notice that
Brother Redmon
S. D. Doyle and M. day afternoon.
pond-lihusband,
her
now
is
filed
and
been
has
suit
SALE
sermon-MisPARTITION
interesting
a
OF
preached
very
Doyle,
NOTICE
Defendants.
C.
Curry
of
in th District Court
Krma Westfall has been visI
Whereas, in a certain action pendCounty, State of New Mexico, in
Whereas, on the 31st day of May, ing in the District Court of the Fifth iting her cousin, Mrs. Chas. Bieler of
Lincecum, is plaintiff
which
in cause number 14Ü9, the Die Judicial District of the State of New Clovis this week.
1019,
are
nd you the said Ollie Lincecum,
.New
TOOTS1E ROSE.
trint Court of- Currv- County,
Mexico, in and for the County of
sum
,
....
aeienuaiu,
a decree m partition Curry, wherein the Aetna Building
.14111)
suid Mexico,
nf
n,.i,..t
.no Ull .i.
ri..n
III vi.ii
M. Mciarlin, et al were Assocjution of Lai Vegas, New
Court, and that Kowells and Reese, wherein Zella
Mamie James, et al,
and
plaintiffs,
address
office
post
jg plBnUfff ,nd E!la y. Persinger
and
whose business
following jond
for the
defendants,
of
were
Geo. B. Pcrgingeri her husband,
HAVENER ITEMS
..
.
m.
II V III via, vuiijr County, State
m S. D. Doyle and M. C. Doyle, are de
New Mexico, are Attorneys for the described real esiaio,
East forty feet off of lots one and fendants, the said cause being No.
4
plaintiff in said suit.
Sixty-fivin the Orig-th- e
1395 uoon the docket of said Court,
You will further tHke notice that two in Block
Mexico;
given
at
party
ice
was
New
cream
An
general object of said action are nal Town of Clovis,
said action being a suit to foreclose a
to obtain by plain- - and on the 17th day of June, 1919, certain mortgage deed upon the prop the home of Mr. and Mrs. Horn Satat follows,
urday evening. A large crowd atthe undersigned
erty hereinafter described, the said
tiff an absolute decree of divorce said court appointed
the
in spite of the threatening
ordered
tended
and
master
special
Lincecum,
as
plaintiff did, on the 18th day of April,
from the defendant Ollie
weather and a fine time reported.
eatate to be sold
A. P. 1919, recover judgment for the
and that she the plaintiff be by the above described real
Ed Mickey returned home last week
outcry,
sum of Eleven Hundred Sixty-threCourt restored to her name as form- at public
hereby
several months service in the
notice
is
after
therefore
Now
that
and
Dollars ($1163.11) with
erly had of Bessie Wallis,
and
army.
undersigned in
per
12
of
rate
tho
plaintiff he granted all the right and given that the
at
thereon
interest
Otis Ruckman and Harold Swac- will expose and
Of a single and unmarried ence to raid order
cent per annum from the 1st day of
estate
departed for Texas last Frireal
hammrr
described
offer the above
November, 1918, until paid, together
rion
day to work in the wheat fields.
in hand to the high- cush
for
that
sale
notice
take
You will further
with cost of suit
Mrs. Nellie Eshelman, who has been
r,.u,.r or olher- - ,.t bidder on the 15th day of JulyWhereas, it wag in and by said
Curry
taking treatment in Clovis, returned
the
of
.lour
on UU!, at the front
said'eause
suit
and
provided
in
that
Plead
and
decree
wise
judgment
home Sunday.
or before the IWth day of Augusi, County louri nouw 2 p. m. of said in the event the said ueiewmnis
A grain elevator is being built at
of
hour
the
forth
Mexico, at
set
iilleirtilions
judgment
the
said
pay
to
that
should
fail
191,
Mr. Mitehcl is doing the
Ht'.vencr.
taken
be
will
complaint
in plaintiff's
within the time provided by law, that carpenter
day
of
work.
hand
this
l.th
my
the
that
Witness
the undersigned, as Special Master,
as true ami confessed and
Mr. George Tucker drove in from
plaintiff wil apply to the Court for Junt., 1D1!.
hould proceed to sell the mortgaged
Texas, in his car to see his wife,
Tulin,
.
A.
C.
default
StUtlT.K!
by
premises hereinafter described, and who has
and wilj take judgment
Ml,st,'r'
been visiting her parents, Mr.
the
to
SP1"'
Whereas, the defendants have not
against you, and will apply
and Mrs. Lec Hand.
paid said judgment or any part there
Early peaches are ripe in this
of;
p In
minmwl
neighborhood. There will be very few
Finally father
rti'Py
ao mnrh better. "I
Now, therefore, notice is hereby late ones on account of Jack rrost 1
.
situation:
have mother cooking In till
er." ho said. "Fnl polnR
given that the undersigned will on getting most of them.
KlIMIlll
tleeU-- S
..vi.i muí ndrt several
sweet
the 21st day of July, 1919, at 10:00
1
beemne of 111
life. Y nil no lio more
stop?"
1
if
rmiillv
o'clock A. M., of said day at the front
Jin
pre- In,
Susan
FLIES NEVER BOTHER
let
nimnicr;
. .
flf IU1UX1
town
In
the
'',
door of the Court House,
nil
In the summer flies worry an aniaround ttie mina ji'n- n
nni
of Clovis, Curry County, New Mexico, mal. Get a bottle of Farris' Healing 3
ii Utile,
0
mil
smceKS and
expose for sale, and sell to the highest Remedy costs but 60c makes a
.1
lJiriiie in ni
Iwaiiio more
imv T
,1" m l! IiM.HI.
bidder for cash, the said mortgaged pint worth JI2.00. Apply it to the
f(lV ereiiine that.
..inn
premises, which said premises are de- wound. Flies w ill not bother it. Get ;1
trick?"
the
m
"Where
scribed as follows,
it today. You n ay need it tomorrow.
,1'alli'T
j
l.nt nnmhereil' Twelve (12) Ui We sell it. A. B. Ahstin & Sons.
i'irl replied.
'luifl.H to bo Dim- (82) in
block numbered eighty-tw- o
TS.
'i.niiiit eat enké
Curry
Clovis,
of
original
town
the
A
Commercial Rooming House, bed
Comity, New Mexico, which said prop rooms. Also noms for light house' i
n
iiitn
i.i
town
erty is shown by plat of said
-C:inil'ieli, "arc the
keeping.
Phoie 232. Mrs. C. F.
n't the flavor
now on file and of record in the office Wells, Prop.
giuKer- inl
of the County Clerk of Curry County,
Boom! Boom II
Stuto of New Mexico.
e
At said sale, said Special Master
I
shall today's fine luncc
nit
will deliver to tho purchaser a good
nit
deed to tho said prem- sufficient
and
Snaps
7.U ZU
e
icon, piiil the total amount due plain- - I
con
.,1
PHONE No. 450
a
. . .
tiff at date of said salo, exclusive of
Boom 11! Jáoom
costs of sale, ii the sum of Twelve l
nrxAI
IT
Olwlu.llUA
- inn Dol- - I
willLJIAfcjr-11 U U I
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
($1202.18).
lars
All kinds of Hauling
in- C. A. SCÍIEUR1CH,
me
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What Are You
Going To Do?
Will you be satisfied to travel along in the "same
old rut," or Lave you an ambition to become a
secretary, office manager, accountant, bookkeeper, stenographer, etc ? For years, the Wichita
Business College has offered the highest grade
courses to be secured in the West We have made
pri-Aa- te

our courses so thorwugh and so complete, that there
lias been no chance of our graduates failing. A'
diploma from our srhool means your admittance
to the very best grade of business houses, but you
must act you must take the initiative. Don't put
this off till tomorrow; make up your mind to enter
with our summer classes, or if that is imp asiólo,
with the Early Fall Classes on Monday, August IS
or 25. We have no summer vacation. Over twelve
thousand former students in good positions. A
faculty with a combined experience of over 100
years in the teaching profession, kind, patient and
thorough. We offer a life membership in our Free
Employment Department with every scholarship,
and will refund every cent of your tuition at the
end of the first month's attendance if you are not
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entirely satisfied.
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Write now right now for free Prospectus.
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WICHITA BUSINESS COLLEGE
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"The High Grade Business College of the West."
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'The Sign of Efficiency."

Subscribe for THE NEWS $1.50
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The driU has at last been located atTaiban, where preparations are now being made for actual drilling operations. The big rig was moved out to the site the first of the week and it is the expectation to push the work to a
successful conclusion.

Fortunes In Good Leases
I

1

The Big Money in Oil Speculation is Made in Leaes. The whole country is turning its attention toward oil
developments in eastern New Mexico, where the best geologists in the United States have pronounced the indications favorable.
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The First Well

X

Will be located in section 2, township 2N.f R. 27 E., or about 34 miles southwest of Taiban, where our geologist reported he believed oil would be found, and where the structure is said to be perfect. It is on Taiban creek, eight
miles from the Pecos river.
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We hold leases on approximately 40,000 acres of the pick of the land of the Taiban district, and a portion of this
s
acreage will be offered to the public in
for the purpose of assisting in defraying the expenses of the first
well.
sub-lease-
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It's A Wild Cat, But
If we find oil in the first well, which we confidently believe we will, the company will sink other wells, and the whole
country will soon be tested out. Leases will jump in price from hundreds to thousands of dollars and fortunes will
be made over night.
,

Good Structure

a
1

D. J. Lynch of De Leon, Texas, a geologist who was formerly employed with the largest oil company in the
United States and who has made a fortune for himself and associates in locating wells in the Ranger and DeLeon
fields, was so much impressed with the proposition' that he purchased a large interest in the company and himself
selected the site for the first well. Mr. Lynch has located some of the biggest wells in the Texas fields and we have

s

faith in his judgment.
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Milton Mc Whorter, a California geologist, who located the first oil wells in Colingo and Kern river fields in
said, "he would stake his reputation as a geologist upon the statement that oil would be found in the Taiban
field. Mr. McWhorter, who is known as the "wizard ahead of the drill," is 66 years old and has been in the business
since he was 21 years of age.
t.
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Several other noted geologists have inspected the Taiban field and NOT ONE has rendered an adverse report.
They all claim that the OIL IS THERE. Chief Geologist White of the ,U. S. Government in a recent statement
in 'Dallas said in substance, "that New Mexico would prove to be the next great oil field.
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Dorsey Hager, another of the great geologists of the "country, is quoted in a Dallas newspaper as having said,
the eastern portion of the state of New Mfexico, from a line east of Las Vegas south across the plains,
and into the Pecos Valley is the section where oil will be found.

"In my belief

Others Have LeasesHave You?
Buy Your Lease Now Before the Oil Is Discovered and Make a 1000 to 1 invest-meThe Prices are Very Reasonable and the Title is Guaranteed.
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Help Develop Home Fields
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Take a chance in your home country and help develop your home territory. If you have a business, land, or
property of any kind, it means an enhancement in is value if we can find oil here. Let the other fellow help develop
foreign territory. Make yours a home investment.
i;
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GLOVSS OIL
,
C. S. HART,

President

(Incorporated.

V

Stockholders-No-Liability-

)

G. M. BRYAN, Manager

0MFANY
A. E. CURREN, Secretary

